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Abstract

Survey evidence shows that investor expectations on future market realizations are highly

correlated with inflows into mutual funds and tend to extrapolate information from past

returns. This work investigates cyclical determinants of net aggregate fund flows in Emerging

Markets, it measures the profitability of market-timing strategies of Italian investors in equity

mutual funds and provides first insights about the effects of these strategies on asset prices.

Chapter 2 investigates how cyclical variables drive net aggregate fund flows towards

Emerging Markets (EMs). Through the aggregation of net flows of all open-end dedicated

funds, the analysis finds that flows in equity and fixed income are driven by recent past

performance in both developed and emerging economies. Further analysis confirms that

much of the evidence comes from US and EU larger mutual funds. A structural VAR

shows that flows become more responsive through time to market uncertainty and rates.

In particular, after the Great Recession flows exhibit a lower reaction to the S&P index,

becoming more responsive to market volatility and to US interest rates. Furthermore the

US consumer sentiment index has a key role in the explanation of fund flows and it increased

through time with an effect that is more sluggish and persistent with respect to other cyclical

determinants.

Chapter 3 shows that simple buy-and-hold strategies beat the market-timing strategies

effectively used by Italian investors in equity mutual funds. Therefore, investors should re-

consider their investment behavior and choose cheaper, in terms of fees, and simpler, passive

strategies. The analysis estimates returns from market-timing strategies using aggregate

data on a large sample of equity mutual funds’ net flows and considers funds investing either

in Europe and the Euro Area, or the US, or Emerging Markets. In all cases, buy-and-hold

wins with extra returns that go from 0.24% per quarter (Europe and Euro Area) to 0.87% per

quarter (US market). Differences in the performance of the two strategies are not explained

by differences in risk and risk exposure.

Chapter 4 presents future research developing a discrete asset pricing model with het-
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erogeneous agents. Some of them, called chasers, develop their demand of the risky asset

relying on extrapolative subjective beliefs, in equilibrium this has effects on the asset price.
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1 Introduction & Literature review

1.1 Introduction

Survey evidence shows that investor expectations on future market realizations are highly

correlated with inflows into mutual funds and tend to extrapolate information from past

returns. This work investigates cyclical determinants of net aggregate fund flows in Emerging

Markets, it measures the profitability of market-timing strategies of Italian investors in equity

mutual funds and provides first insights about the effects of these strategies on asset prices.

The topic of return predictability, with implications on agents’ expectations, has been

widely developed in literature, and its relevance for market efficiency is being for years on

the frontier of research in international finance and asset pricing. Returns are completely

unpredictable if, after a rise in the price of an asset yesterday, there is no clear tendency

for that to decline or to rise today, and therefore no arbitrage opportunity can be exploited

through momentum or mean-reversion strategy. This early intuition has been for long con-

sidered as one of the main theoretical bulwarks for market efficiency. However, almost 30

years after his seminal work, Fama (1999) points out that “the predictability of stock re-

turns from dividend yields is not in itself evidence for or against market efficiency”. In fact,

forecasting future performance through the dividend yield can be possible, at least in the

long-run, by the fact that prices are low with respect to dividends when discount rates are

high, as shown by Cochrane (2011).

This research provides contributions to the topic, investigating whether mutual fund flows

towards Emerging Markets are driven by past performance and evaluating the profitability of

market-timing strategies effectively used by Italian investors. Moreover, if investment flows

are uninformative, mutual fund managers should scale up or down their existing positions

accordingly and therefore short-term investor decisions brings flow-induced price pressure.

The intuition that agents’ expectations on future prices, extrapolated from past performance,

may have effects on observed prices has been developed in several works. Shiller (2005)
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points out that “investors, their confidence and expectations buoyed by past price increases,

bid up speculative prices further, thereby enticing more investors to do the same, so that

the cycle repeats again and again”. Although the main variable of interest of this work is

the net aggregate flow in the mutual fund market, the analysis is strictly linked to agents’

expectations. In fact, Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) point out that investor expectations

on future market realizations, are highly correlated with net inflows into mutual funds and

tend to be extrapolative. Nowadays mutual funds represent the most relevant vehicle for

managed savings account. These instruments are relatively new since they began to appear

in the European market at the beginning of 80s growing almost steadily in the last decades

both in terms of asset under management and number of funds. It is mainly due to the fact

that before the recent European Sovereign Crisis, Government bonds couldn’t guarantee

comparable returns with equity markets and a large part of investors didn’t want, or didn’t

have sufficient funds to get directly involved with stocks.

Chapter 2 investigates how cyclical variables drive net aggregate fund flows towards

Emerging Markets (EMs). Through the aggregation of net flows of all open-end dedicated

funds, the analysis finds that flows in equity and fixed income are driven by recent past

performance in both developed and emerging economies. Further analysis confirms that

much of the evidence comes from US and EU larger mutual funds. A structural VAR

shows that flows become more responsive through time to market uncertainty and rates.

In particular, after the Great Recession flows exhibit a lower reaction to the S&P index,

becoming more responsive to market volatility and to US interest rates. Furthermore the

US consumer sentiment index has a key role in the explanation of fund flows and it increased

through time with an effect that is more sluggish and persistent with respect to other cyclical

determinants.

Chapter 3 measures the profitability of investors’ return chasing strategies, relying on

a publicly available database, of good quality, that covers all funds available to Italian
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investors1 in three different markets: Europe and Euro Area, US and Emerging Markets.

The analysis finds that in all markets, a simple buy-and-hold strategy outperforms a chasing

strategy with extra returns that go from 0.24% per quarter (Europe and Euro Area) to

0.87% per quarter (US market). Differences in the performance of the two strategies are

not explained by differences in risk and risk exposure. Since findings clearly show that

chasing strategies are not profitable, results make it hard to interpret all agents as rational

forecasters. Investigating behavioral, and sometimes psychological, reasons behind agent

beliefs is beyond the scope of this work, however the possibility that mutual funds aggregate

flows (and thus investors’ expectations) are partially driven by a form of irrationality should

be properly taken into account. In fact, although the standard disclaimer in the prospectus

of any mutual fund reminds investors that “past performance is not necessarily indicative of

future results”, many investors (and managers) tend to prefer funds or categories of funds

that realized higher returns in the previous months. With a continuously growing number of

agents that are becoming active in financial markets and with a wide market participation

promoted by new financial services, the issue of financial knowledge in the latest years

is gaining a key relevance for market functioning and a growing branch of literature has

been studying topics related to financial literacy2. For instance Van Rooij et al. (2011)

interviewed more than 1,500 US investors and find that almost one third of the total don’t

know if sentences like “mutual funds pay a guaranteed rate of return which depends on their

past performance” are true or not3. Efficient Market Hypothesis further prescribes that,

if there are irrational investors, rational agents should immediately exploit any arbitrage

opportunities (if they create any), while this work provides clear evidence on the persistence

of extrapolative (i.e. chasing) strategies. Therefore it is reasonable to expect these behaviors

1In terms of financial volumes Italy is an area of particular relevance due to the large stock of wealth of
Italian households that is approximately equal to seven times the net national income. See Banca d’Italia
(2015)

2Although the line of literature that covers behavioral finance and related issues is gaining relevance in
the last years, its early developments started with the nontechnical work of Kindleberger (1978).

3Their sample covers 1,508 households respondent. The 11.2% incorrectly replied to advanced questions
on mutual funds while the 21.7% admitted of not knowing the answer.
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to have significant effects on equilibrium prices, through aggregate demand, even in such a

wide market as the one of mutual funds.

Chapter 4 presents future research developing a discrete asset pricing model with het-

erogeneous agents. Some of them, called chasers, develop their demand of the risky asset

relying on extrapolative subjective beliefs, in equilibrium this has effects on the asset price.

The remainder of the work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 shows that net aggregate

fund flows in EM equity and fixed income are driven by recent past performance in both

developed and emerging economies. Chapter 3 shows that simple buy-and-hold strategies

beat the market-timing strategies effectively used by Italian investors in equity mutual funds

that invest in three different markets. Chapter 4 presents future research developing an

extrapolative discrete asset pricing model with heterogeneous agents.

1.2 Literature review

Chapter 2 refers to two main branches of literature: the first one concerns the identifica-

tion of drivers of capital flows in Emerging Markets while the other is focused on the link

between investor expectations and short-term past performance. The first strand of analy-

sis has been widely developed and a complete literature review on determinants of capital

flows in Emerging Markets, that covers main data, methodologies and results is made by

Koepke (2015). Many papers rely on a VAR analysis in order to evaluate the effects of those

determinants on investment flows, for example Bekaert et al. (2002) study the interactions

between flows, returns and interest rates in Emerging Markets4. Bruno and Shin (2015)

identify the impact of the risk-taking channel of monetary policy into the transmission of

global liquidity conditions showing how it drives capital flows. The channel of risk aversion

has been followed also by Ghosh et al. (2014) that shed light on the role of contagion on

capital flows and by Broner et al. (2013) that investigate how volatile gross capital flows and

4Similarly, De Vita and Kyaw (2008) investigate the determinants of capital flows to Emerging Markets
across different time horizons finding that shocks to real variables are the most important drivers of capital
flows to Emerging Markets.
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find how crises affect domestic and foreign agents asymmetrically. European Central Bank

(2016) evaluates at aggregate level potential drivers of capital inflows to Emerging Markets

confirming the main role of global risk aversion. Interestingly their results do not find a sig-

nificant impact of advanced economy rate differentials on net inflows to Emerging Markets.

As far as the second line of literature, Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) argue that investor

expectations, highly correlated with mutual fund flows, in the period 1963-2011 follow past

stock returns rather than model-implied expectations. Ferreira et al. (2012) evaluate how

mutual fund flows depend on past performance across 28 countries, while Lou (2012) pro-

poses an investment-flow based explanation for return predictability. Some interesting works

as Frazzini and Lamont (2008) and Ben-Rephael et al. (2012) look at mutual fund flows as a

measure of individual investor sentiment for different stocks, finding that high sentiment pre-

dicts low future returns. Other works show that fund investment flows significantly respond

not only to past performance but also to fund specific factors5.

Chapter 3 mainly follows the wide branch of literature that discusses the empirical finding

that investors chase returns, obtaining performances that are smaller than those of a simply

buy-and-hold strategy. Yagan (2014) looks at the possibility that investors “ride the bubble”,

buying in a boom and selling early in a burst, but finds evidence indicating buy-and-hold

strategies. Friesen and Sapp (2007) measure the timing ability of mutual funds investors

through cash flow data. They find that investors on average underperform by about 0.13%

per month or 1.56% annually, relative to buy-and-hold strategy6. Chien (2014) looks at

the correlation of net current flows into US equity mutual funds with past stock market

performance and finds that they are all positive and approaching 0.4 with respect to returns

in the previous quarter. Interestingly, he also finds that the correlation of current net flows

with respect to future equity returns are negative, even though small in magnitude: on

5For example Del Guercio and Tkac (2002, 2008) point out that there are additional characteristics to be
considered, as the nature of the fund or the effect of Morningstar ratings. Similarly, Ivkovic and Weisbenner
(2009) study the relation between individual mutual fund flows and fund characteristics.

6Berk and Green (2002) develop a simple rational model of active portfolio management in order to
evaluate observed relationship between fund flows and returns while Cashman et al. (2012) find that outflows
and inflows into mutual funds respond asymmetrically to past performance.
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the basis of this evidence he argues that a return-chasing investment strategy that goes

long (short) equity following good (poor) realized past stock returns might be costly for

investors. Venanzi (2016), working on Italian data, discusses the differences among metrics.

She finds that the spreads between time-weighted and money-weighted returns are significant

at level of individual funds in the simulated scenario while differentials are not significant

for aggregate data. The connection between agent expectations and past prices (returns)

can be justified by recent developments in empirical finance showing that excess returns are

somewhat predictable, at least in the medium to long-run, therefore market-timing strategies

are not necessarily doomed to fail. In fact, according to the theory, if returns are somewhat

predictable as showed by Cochrane (2011), investors might be able to achieve higher Sharpe

ratios by timing the market. Chabot et al. (2014) show that momentum strategies that

invest in recent past winners outperform the aggregate return on the market7. Therefore, a

priori, it is not possible to say if investors could do better than simply holding the market.

Chapter 4 refers to a very interesting line of literature on extrapolation started by De-

Long et al. (1990). They build a model with noise traders that extrapolate past prices and

through this channel influence asset prices. Years later Brock and Hommes (1998) investi-

gate the dynamics of an asset pricing model with heterogeneous agents, some of which form

their expectations from past realized profits. Price fluctuations are thus driven by an evolu-

tionary dynamics between different expectation schemes8. Recently this area of research is

gaining new relevance and recent papers show that agents’ extrapolative behaviors help in

the explanation of empirical puzzles. For example Barberis et al. (2015) write down a more

modern model of price extrapolation, through which they capture many features of actual

prices and returns (as price predictability, excess volatility or negative autocorrelations in

price changes)9, while Adam et al. (2016) build a consumption-based asset pricing model

7See also: Gallant et al. (1990), Jegadeesh and Titman (1993), Brandt (1999) and Campbell and Viceira
(2002).

8Chiarella and He (2003) add to this scenario the presence of a market maker (as a market-clearing
mechanism) showing how it affects the dynamics.

9The feature of extrapolation can also be used in order to explain other market empirical regularities as
the formation of bubbles. Barberis et al. (2016) present a discrete extrapolative model predicting that good
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in which agents learn about price behavior from past price observations with a constant

updating learning rule.

news about fundamentals can trigger large price bubbles.
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2 The determinants of aggregate fund flows to Emerg-

ing Markets. A push-pull analysis10

2.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates how cyclical variables drive net aggregate fund flows towards

Emerging Markets (EMs). Through the aggregation net flows of all open-end dedicated

funds, the analysis finds that flows in equity and fixed income are driven by recent past per-

formance in both developed and emerging economies. Further analysis confirms that much

of the evidence comes from US and EU larger mutual funds.

After the burst of the Great Recession, capital flows to EMs significantly increased, while

in the latest years, since 2010, main capital flows (i.e. FDI, banking flows, other portfolio

equity and debt investments) have been showing a common retrenchment11. Conversely funds

in the last years have been growing with net aggregate inflows overcoming the pre-crisis levels

and with an overall TNA that reaches its historical peak in August 2014 of 667 billion US$.

The relevance of aggregate fund flows towards developing economies is under debate for

years. A wide literature investigates the relevance of these investments for financial stability

of EMs evaluating their role for global financial integration12. Gelos (2011) provides a survey

on international mutual fund behaviors with relative implications for capital flows, while

Raddatz and Schmukler (2012) find that mutual funds tend to amplify the procyclicality of

investments to developing economies. Puy (2016) investigates the dynamics of international

mutual funds located in advanced markets, identifying geographical patterns in both equity

10I thank Nicola Borri, Federico Nucera, Robin Koepke, Cécile Couharde, Roberta De Santis, Jean-Yves
Gnabo and Malik Kerkour for valuable suggestions. I am also grateful to all participants at 2016 international
meeting of the Academy of Behavioral Finance & Economics, Ca Foscari University, at the 6th PhD conference
in international macroeconomics and financial econometrics, Université Paris Nanterre, at the 2017 RCEA
Money-Macro-Finance Workshop and to seminar participants at LUISS University.

11See for example Milesi-Ferretti and Tille (2011), International Monetary Fund (2016) and European
Central Bank (2016).

12Koepke (2015) reviews the main literature on drivers of capital flows to EMs with respect to different
investments (by type of capital, residency of investors, currency, maturity etc.) taking into account both
cyclical and structural determinants.
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and bond flows and suggesting that push effects from advanced market investors significantly

affect developing countries. Under this perspective the analysis on determinants for managed

investments is considerable both for the magnitude and for the role of these instruments

among portfolio investments towards developing economies.

Although these flows could be simply thought as a part of Balance of Payments (BoP)

transactions13, there are some reasons for which fund flows in a country (or area) deserve a

separate analysis with respect to that made on net incurrence of liabilities of portfolio invest-

ments from financial account for the same country (or area). A first issue concerns the fact

that portfolio investments from the BoP financial account cover in principle a larger amount

of transactions including stocks and bonds directly traded by non-residents or earning rein-

vestments. Moreover there is a conceptual difference in the measurement of international

transactions: in fact the BoP relies on total non-resident portfolio inflows, while funds flows

measure transactions in and out of financial instruments. The latter implies that the analysis

of fund flows allows to trace transactions that otherwise would not emerge in the BoP and

that are more subject to instrument-specific issues14. Last but not least data on investment

funds are available at a higher frequency with respect to those on BoP that are quarterly

released by the IMF. Therefore an analysis on cyclical determinants on BoP data should be

made at a lower frequency. Nowadays investment funds represent the most relevant channel

for managed savings account and it is due to their popularity among general investors that

do not want to get directly involved with portfolio decisions and at the same time are more

exposed to behavioral biases in investing or withdrawing capital15.

In order to identify key determinants of net aggregate flows, I adopt the ‘push-pull’

approach, first introduced in the seminal works by Calvo et al. (1993, 1996) and Fernández-

13Miao and Pant (2012) find that any rise in the Emerging Portfolio Fund Research (EPFR) coverage of
gross bond and equity flows is positively and significantly associated with transactions reported in the BoP
portfolio flows.

14An interesting branch of literature studies MF individual flows identifying common determinants as:
prior performance, fund size, level of fees or area of availability. See for example: Sirri and Tufano (1998),
Ferreira et al. (2012), Lou (2012).

15For example Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) find that investor expectations, highly correlated with
mutual fund flows, in the period 1963-2011 follow past stock returns rather than model-implied expectations.
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Arias (1996). This methodology prescribes to divide drivers by the direction to (from) which

they push (pull) capitals, allowing to link the empirical evidence on investment flows to the

propagation mechanism of any relevant shock. Since this strategy implicitly asks to evaluate

each of the two sides separately, sometimes the use of differentials between comparable push

and pull drivers could be preferable. However keeping variables separate better allows to

assess how much any change in capital net flows can be attributable to a developed economy

cyclical change rather than to recent performance of emerging assets. This approach presents

of course some limitations, for example it does not easily allow to classify indirect and

contagion effects, however it is at the same time a useful and a straightforward strategy to

investigate key effects of determinants.

Findings show that aggregate flows for both objects of investment significantly respond

to both push and pull selected determinants. As far as push factors, data show clear in-

flows immediately after a positive performance of mature economy index, by object, or after

any increase in the oil price, while global risk aversion and mature economy interest rate

are negative and significant explanatory variables for new investments. An increase in each

of the latter two variables would make agents more afraid on less attractive investments.

Frazzini and Lamont (2008) and Ben-Rephael et al. (2012) look at mutual fund flows as a

good measure of current sentiment. I therefore include among push factors the US Con-

sumer Sentiment index provided by Michigan University16. The empirical analysis shows

that immediately after a period of negative (positive) feelings for US consumers, there is a

substantial inflow (outflow) in EM funds. On the other hand pull determinants are recent

EM index performance, by object, and dividend yields. Coefficients for the first variable

are positive and highly significant, suggesting that investors are pulled into EMs by recent

positive performance. Signs for dividend yield are also positive but coefficients become sig-

nificant after 4-6 months, in line with Cochrane (2011)’s findings that past dividend yields

16Although consumers polled for the US Consumer Sentiment index are not asked directly for their views
on asset prices, Qiu and Welch (2004) find that changes in that consumer confidence index is highly correlated
with changes in the UBS/Gallup index of investor optimism.
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are good explanatory variables for long-run expected returns. Further analysis, in Appendix

2, explores key dimensions of the dataset, aggregating funds by type of instrument, area of

domicile and size. Findings from subsamples show that much of the evidence comes North

American and Central European larger mutual funds. A structural VAR evaluates the likely

response of net aggregate flows towards EM equity to push determinants. IRs show that

net aggregate flows become more responsive through time to market uncertainty and rates.

In particular, after the Great Recession flows exhibit a lower reaction to the S&P index,

becoming more responsive to market volatility and to US interest rates. The US sentiment

index has a key role in the explanation of fund flows and its relevance increased through time

with an effect that is more sluggish and persistent with respect to other cyclical variables.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: section 2.2 presents flow-level data

and facts while section 2.3 presents the methodology of aggregation and further discusses the

comparison with the BoP. Section 2.4 reports results on determinants, section 2.5 presents

impulse responses, section 2.6 reports robustness checks and section 2.7 concludes.

2.2 Individual data and facts

I collect individual data on all open-end funds in US$ that invest in EM equity (E) and fixed

income (FI) from Bloomberg. The resulting dataset, that contains different instruments, is

mainly covered by mutual funds, Sociétés d’Investissement à Capital Variable (SICAV) and

Unit Trusts (UT)17. The dataset contains 917 equity funds and 573 fixed income funds (Ap-

pendix 3 reports the two lists in alphabetical order), data cover a 15-year period, from Jan.

2001 to Dec. 2015 at monthly frequency and for each fund I collect Total Net Asset (TNA)

and Total Return (TR)18. For both objects of investment (i.e. obj = E,FI), I compute net

individual return for fund i at time t (Robj
i,t ) as:

17Other instruments in the samples are Fonds Commun de Placement (FCP), Open-Ended Investment
Companies (OEIC), Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCIT), Separately
Managed Accounts (SMA), open-end pensions, variable annuities and funds of funds.

18Individual flows that account for dividend reinvestments can be correctly computed since, for the funds
in the sample TRs are different to Net Asset Values (NAVs).
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Robj
i,t =

TRobj
i,t

TRobj
i,t−1

− 1. (1)

Therefore I compute individual flows in levels (Flowobji,t ) under the hypothesis that flows are

dated at the end of each month and that dividends are reinvested in the fund. Thus, the

monthly net cash flow for fund i in month t is:

Flowobji,t = TNAobji,t − TNA
obj
i,t−1(1 +Robj

i,t ). (2)

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for the two samples. The TNA for average equity fund

is slightly higher than 600 million $, while the TNA for the average fixed income fund is lower

and almost 400 millions. The flow levels are very similar in magnitude and respectively equal

to 3.76 million $ for equity and 3.51 for fixed income, with standard deviations of 9.10 and

11.23. Yearly turnovers, computed as the minimum of purchase or sale of each fund during

each year divided by the TNA of the fund during the same period, are similar between the

two categories and around 15% in both cases (respectively 14.32% and 17.10%). It means

that the average fund substitutes around one sixth of its total capital per year, suggesting

that during the 15-year time interval, there has been a quite high market activity on these

instruments19.

Figure 1 compares the monthly return of the average fund that invests in equity or fixed

income and the monthly return of a market index with the same object of investment. In

doing that I refer to the MSCI Emerging Markets TR index20 as a representative index that

19I compute average turnovers on sub-components of the two samples (by type of instrument, area of
domicile and size) finding that it is substantially equal across funds.

20The MSCI Emerging Markets index covers large and mid caps across 23 EMs. The index has 836
constituents and it covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each coun-
try. The list of Countries is: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary,
India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, Qatar, South Africa, Taiwan,
Thailand, Turkey and United Arab Emirates.
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Table 1: Sample statistics

Mean Median 25th 75th Std

TNA (million $)

Equity 616.62 738.15 352.05 852.02 299.65

Fixed income 392.18 410.59 179.30 578.19 230.23

Flows (million $)

Equity 3.76 3.35 -0.37 7.71 9.10

Fixed income 3.51 2.03 -1.65 10.76 11.23

Turnover (%/year)

Equity 14.32 14.40 12.32 15.64 3.09

Fixed income 17.10 14.21 12.61 17.78 8.97

This table reports TNAs, net flows, and turnovers for funds that invest in EM equity and fixed income. Yearly individual
turnovers are computed as the minimum of purchase or sale of each fund during each year, divided by the TNA of the fund
during the same period. Flows and TNAs are in US$ and expressed in millions, while turnovers are in %. Statistics for each
item are computed from the series of monthly cross-sectional averages for TNAs and flows and yearly cross-sectional averages
for turnovers. Data are monthly from Bloomberg for the sample Jan. 2001 - Dec. 2015.

invests in EM equity and to the Morningstar EM corporate bond index21 for fixed income.

Figure 1 shows that the average fund tracks the index in both cases during the whole period,

suggesting that on average, funds in the samples carry out simple passive strategies. In

fact, the correlation between the average fund on EM equity and the MSCI EM TR index

is 0.99 while the correlation between the return of the fixed income average fund and the

Morningstar EM corporate bond index, although relatively lower, is also high and equal to

0.87. Relying on these findings, I include past recent performance of the two indexes among

pull determinants. In sections 2.3 I refer to the list of countries in which the MSCI index

declares to invest, in order to identify comparable portfolio flows towards EMs from the BoP

financial account.

21The Morningstar Emerging Markets Corporate Bond Index includes the most liquid corporate bonds
issued in US$ by corporations domiciled in the Emerging Markets.
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Figure 1: Returns
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This figure plots the returns for the average funds that invest in EM equity and fixed income against the returns of a repre-
sentative index with the same object of investment (i.e. the MSCI EM TR index and Morningstar EM corporate bond index).
Data are monthly from Bloomberg for the sample Jan. 2001 - Dec. 2015.

2.3 Aggregation of data

In this section I aggregate funds by object of investment (i.e. equity and fixed income) dis-

cussing reasons, methodology of aggregation and comparing the obtained flows with the BoP

transactions. Appendix 1 reports a further analysis on the dataset through fund subsamples

by type of instrument, area of domicile and size.

The choice of an aggregate measure is convenient at least for two reasons: the first

one is linked to the characteristics of the dataset while the second refers to the aim of the

analysis. In terms of the dataset, even if it is possible to identify individual flows, the

comparison between monthly flow of fund i, Flowobji,t , with its past monthly return, Robj
i,t−k,

for k = 1, .., K and obj = E,FI remains unlikely. This is due to the fact that the dataset is

highly fragmented, since Bloomberg for some funds provides data for TR but not for TNA

at same dates, or viceversa (i.e. for those dates the value of the flow is considered missing).
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Moreover the panel is strongly unbalanced, because funds are different in lifetime. In order

to check the robustness of the aggregate analysis I correct the dataset for aforementioned

discrepancies, keeping only funds that have existing values for flows at any time in a sub-

period starting in Jan. 2010 to the end of the sample (i.e. Dec. 2015), at monthly frequency.

Table 5 reports results from a panel fixed effect analysis. Findings are fully in line with

those of the aggregate exercises, showing that individual flows are significantly driven by

past returns and by developed economy market rates, after controlling for area and time

fixed effects. However, in this way the remaining samples definitely lose relevance and

significance in terms of both the fund coverage and the magnitude of the phenomenon. In

fact, after selecting only entities with all existing values from Jan. 2010 to Dec. 2015, the

remaining funds are 157 for equity and 72 for fixed income. Furthermore, the use of an

aggregate measure allows to consider fund flows as a macroeconomic variable, with policy

implications relevant for both investors and financial regulators. In terms of methodology,

I define aggregate values for TNAs and net flows as the sum of all individual values in the

sample, period by period22.

Figure 2 shows the series of aggregate TNAs and net flows for all funds that invest in EM

equity and fixed income. At first glance both variables clearly show that the relevance of

this market has been growing in the last twelve years, at least nominally23, despite a major

slowdown between 2008 and 2009. EM funds start to collect significant amounts of capital

on the market from the beginning of 2000s reaching a first peak in October 2007 when the

sum of the two components equates 282 billion $. Starting from the last part of 2008, in line

with the main trend shown by global markets, these funds exhibit a major decrease falling

to an aggregate TNA of 119 billion $ in February 2009. After that, EM begin to recover

their aggregate capitalization, collecting significant amounts of capitals on the markets and

becoming again one of the largest vehicles for investments to emerging economies. Almost

22The methodology of aggregation is consistent with that chosen by Investment Company Institute that
periodically provides statistics on aggregate flows. Note that this computation does not correct for short-
selling.

23Since all funds are in US$, even after correcting for inflation, aggregate values do not significantly change.
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Figure 2: Aggregate variables
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This figure plots aggregate TNAs and net aggregate flows for funds that invest in EM equity and fixed income. Variables are
denominated in US$ and expressed in billions. Data are monthly from Bloomberg for the sample Jan. 2001 - Dec. 2015.

5 years after the burst of the Great Recession these instruments reach the historic peak of

both aggregate series with a total TNA of 667 billion $ in August 2014. More recently, in

the last year of the sample, the trends for the TNA, both aggregated and disentangled by

component, exhibit an interesting decline until an overall capitalization of 509 billion $ in

December 2015.

Leaving aside this most recent dynamic shown in the last month of the series, that can

be a signal of a new slowdown in this market and that should be further investigated, the

impressive rise shown in the last five years of the sample shed light on the macro relevance

of the this market. It can be attributed to higher reinvested returns, higher inflows and to

a higher number of funds. In terms of the composition of the aggregate TNA, both series

exhibit a similar dynamic through time but the relevance of equity component remains

higher for the whole period with respect to that for fixed income. Net flows confirm that the
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magnitude for both series grows after the Great Recession with significant outflows for equity

funds in November 2008 (-7 billion $), in February 2009 (-5.7 billion $), in July 2010 (-7.3

billion$) and high inflows in January 2009 (+6.67 billion $), in October 2010 (+9.3 billion $)

and in April 2013 (+14.2 billion $). Fixed income funds track the dynamic of equity funds,

although smaller in magnitude, with some discrepancies as such as a major outflow in July

2013 of 8.14 billion $.

In order to further evaluate the characteristics of the dataset, Appendix 1 reports de-

scriptive statistics on fund subsamples and TNAs by type of instrument, area of domicile

and size at December 2015. Descriptive statistics shows that the majority of funds in the

dataset for both objects of investment is made by mutual funds and SICAV. Equity mutual

funds are 588 with an aggregate TNA of almost 277 million $ while fixed income mutual

funds are 290 with a TNA of 60 millions, SICAV that invest in EM equity are 266 with a

capitalization of 77 millions and those that invest in fixed income are 194 with assets for 75

millions. The residual parts of the samples, made by UTs and other instruments, are made

by 63 equity funds and 89 for fixed income. In terms of location, the majority of funds have

domicile in North America, 334 for equity and 135 for fixed income, and Central Europe,

respectively 496 and 349 funds. Interestingly, although the number of North American funds

is lower for both objects, the aggregate TNA for equity funds is higher with respect to that

of Central European funds, suggesting that on average North American equity funds have

a higher capitalization. Funds from other areas represent a smaller aggregate share with 87

funds for equity and 89 for fixed income. As far as fund size, many of the funds in both

samples have a TNA between 5 and 500 million $, respectively 573 for equity and 373 for

fixed income, even if funds are distributed quite homogeneously among sizes.

In order to better evaluate the macroeconomic relevance of these flows, I compare net

flows into equity and fixed income funds with portfolio equity and debt investment in EMs,

from the financial accounts of the BoP (net incurrence of liabilities). Data are available from

IMF at quarterly frequency and expressed in US$, while I define the perimeter of emerging
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countries referring to the investment sample of the MSCI EM index24. Therefore I compute

the EM portfolio investment aggregating the net positions for all emerging countries in the

investment sample of the MSCI index, with the exceptions of Taiwan and United Arab

Emirates whose data are not available from IMF. Figure 3 compares portfolio investment

in emerging countries available from financial account with quarterlized flows of mutual

funds that invest in EMs, by object of investment25. Although the two series clearly exhibit

Figure 3: BoP portfolio flow vs. fund flows
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This figure plots net aggregate fund flows in EM equity and fixed income against portfolio investment in EM equity and EM
debt (net incurrence of liabilities) from financial accounts. The sample for EM includes the 23 Countries covered by the MSCI
Emerging Market index, with exceptions of Taiwan and United Arab Emirates whose data are not available from IMF. The
aggregate position for EMs has been computed as the unweighted sum of net positions for all Countries in each quarter. Data
are denominated in US$ and expressed in billions. Data are quarterly from IMF and quarterlized from Bloomberg for the
sample 2001Q1 - 2015Q4.

a common dynamic for both objects, figure 3 shows that the signs for the two series are

sometimes different. Firstly, this is due to the fact that portfolio investments from the BoP

24This assumption appears reasonable on the basis of findings from Section 2.2 that shows that the average
equity fund tracks the index.

25A fund transaction is included in the BoP of a country (or area) from the IMF statistics, if it has domicile
outside that country (area). Therefore, I check the domicile of each fund in the sample, finding that less
than 5% of the total have domicile in one of the EMs.
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financial account cover a larger amount of transactions since it includes stocks and bonds

directly traded by non-residents or earning reinvestments. Moreover since the two measures

of international transactions present conceptual discrepancies26, the analysis of fund flows

should not be considered only as an empirical investigation on a sub-component of the

corresponding BoP. In fact it allows to trace transactions that otherwise would not emerge

from financial account, that are more subject to issues specific for such kind of instruments

and an analysis on proper determinants of these flows deserves to be considered separately.

2.4 Determinants

This section investigates cyclical determinants of net aggregate flows of funds that invest

in EM equity and fixed income and hereafter presents results for the analysis on the two

aggregate variables. In order to further investigate which sub-components mainly explain

aggregate findings, Appendix 2 presents detailed results for main fund subsamples by type

of instrument, area of domicile and size.

I assume that both categories of funds respond to similar kinds of shocks by object of

investment and table 2 summarizes the main expected drivers of aggregate fund flows with

the expected sign for each of them. Since the analysis aims to focus on cyclical determinants,

table 2 does not report any real variables and no emerging country-related variable is included

since the analysis does not disentangle EMs by country. This is mainly due to the fact that,

even if for some funds the updated portfolio, in terms of the country(ies) of investment is

available, it is not true for all funds in the sample. Moreover since the portfolio of each fund

could change through time, particularly for actively managed funds, it would be difficult

to collect the time series of portfolios by country of investment for all funds in the sample.

Following the seminal works by Calvo et al. (1993, 1996) and Fernández-Arias (1996), I adopt

the ‘push-pull’ approach dividing factors by the direction to (from) which they push (pull)

26For example, if an EM fund located in the US experiences an outflow that forces managers to sell a
Chinese bond, the counterpart to this transaction is not necessarily a Chinese resident and in this case the
transaction is not recorded in Chinese BoP. See: Koepke and Mohammed (2014).
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and I select determinants relying on Fratzscher (2012) and Koepke (2015).

Table 2: Flows - main drivers

Driver Expected sign

Push

Global risk aversion -

Mature economy interest rate -

Mature economy index performance (by object) +

Mature economy consumer sentiment -

Key commodity price +

Pull

Emerging market index performance (by object) +

Emerging market dividend yield +

This table reports main drivers of net aggregate flow of funds that invest in EM equity and fixed income. The first column
report the list of driver by type (push vs. pull), while the second column reports the expected sign for each of them.

Both global risk aversion and interest rates in developed economies are expected to have

a negative effect on aggregate fund flows: an increase in each of the two variables would

make agents more afraid on less attractive investments. Conversely the developed economy

index, by object, is expected to have a positive impact on flows because any positive recent

performance of current investments generates further inflows also in other markets (wealth

effect). On the other hand the US Consumer Sentiment index is expected to have a negative

sign because immediately after a period of positive feelings on US economy investors are

expected to withdraw capitals from EMs and move them to developed countries (substitution

effect). Last but not least the price of a global commodity that is key for low-income countries

growth, as the crude oil price, is expected to have a positive sign due to its direct and indirect

effects on emerging economies27. As far as pull determinants, table 2 reports the EM index

performance, by object, and the dividend yield. In fact investors should be pulled into

EM investments by recent positive performance and a similar effect should be played by

27In principle this variable could be included among pull determinants, but since main oil benchmarks are
mainly traded in developed stock markets and the analysis is focused on cyclical oscillations of prices and
returns, here it is included among push determinants.
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past dividend yield. The latter relies on findings of Cochrane (2011), that shows that past

dividend yield is a good explanatory variable for future expected returns.

I run OLS regressions including recent past realizations of determinants as explanatory

variables in different specifications of the following model:

Flowsobjt = b0 + b1Z1,t−k + ...+ bjZj,t−k + ut, (3)

for k = 1, .., K and obj = E,FI. Flowst is the aggregate fund net flows that invest in EM

equity or fixed income and Zj,t−1 denotes the j-th lagged determinant.

Since aggregate fund net flows for both objects are stationary, after testing for ADF unit

root test, flows are kept in level (expressed in billions US$) and for all regressions HAC

standard errors with Newey-West fixed bandwidth are used to correct for heteroskedasticity.

In order to include variables that can empirically match push determinants summarized in

table 2 the VIX index is used as a proxy for global risk aversion28 and the 3-month Tbills, the

3-month Euribor and the US term spread are considered as alternative measures of mature

economy interest rates. The S&P TR index (risk premium) and the Bloomberg Barclays

US corporate high yield bond TR index (risk premium) are chosen as benchmark developed

economy asset returns respectively for equity and fixed income. In order to get an indicator

of sentiment I choose the US Consumer Sentiment index provided by Michigan University29

and the brent price is identified as a key commodity. A dummy for US recession, starting in

Sept 2008, is included in order to control for possible structural breaks in the series.

As far as pull determinants I include recent past realization of both the corresponding

average fund (risk premium) and the return of the MSCI EM TR index (risk premium) and its

past dividend yield while for fixed income I substitute the stock index with the Morningstar

EM corporate bond TR index (risk premium), as a benchmark. Monthly risk premia are built

28Many papers use a volatility index to identify global risk aversion. For instance see Milesi-Ferretti and
Tille (2011), Broner et al. (2013) and Ghosh et al. (2014).

29The index is normalized to have a value of 100 in December 1964. Each month at least 500 telephone
interviews are conducted of a continental United States sample (Alaska and Hawaii are excluded). Fifty core
questions are asked.
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with respect to the 1-month Euribor rate as risk-free rate. All explanatory variables, with

exception of interest rates and the oil price, are stationary after testing for ADF unit root

test, therefore in order to get rid of any spurious regression issue I use the 3-month Tbills,

the 3-month Euribor and the oil price in percentage change. With exception of the sentiment

index, all variables are from Bloomberg. Index returns, interest rates and oil price change

are expressed in %. In order to evaluate the contemporaneous cross-significance between

aggregate flows aggregated by object of investment, I eventually include fixed income flows

as explanatory variable for equity and viceversa.

Table 3 reports 10 different linear specifications of the push model for fund aggregate flows

that invest in EM equity and fixed income. As far as EM equity aggregate flows, specification

(1) the coefficient for the risk premium on the S&P index is positive (0.22), while the lagged 3-

month Tbills exhibits a negative coefficient (-0.01). Both variables are significant at 1%, signs

are in line with our expectations and adjusted R2 is 0.193. Results remain stable substituting

the 3-month Euribor. Specification (3) adds the lagged US Consumer Sentiment index to

the S&P return and in line with expectations the Sentiment index coefficient is negative,

equal to -0.03 and significant at 5%. In (4) the VIX index and the US Consumer Sentiment

index are jointly added to the S&P, the Sentiment coefficient is still negative (-0.06) and

significant at 5% while the VIX coefficient (-0.06) is significant at 10%. (5) includes all

variables together, with the 3-month Tbills, signs and significances are confirmed while the

goodness of fit improves up to 0.220. While specification (4) and (5) control for the state

of the economy through the US Sentiment, the VIX index and interest rates, specification

(6) controls for any structural break with a US recession dummy. The sign of the variable

is positive (0.91) and significant at 5% supporting again the intuition that in a bad period

for the US, capital flows to EMs increase. Specification (7) and (8) include the role of oil

(3.60) and significant at 10% and that of the US term spread (-0.01). Finally the last two

specifications consider the contemporaneous effect of fixed income flows, found positive and

highly significant. Anyway it is necessarily to point out that for this variable there is a risk
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of endogeneity due to the fact that the two aggregate flows partially respond to the same

determinants. In fact, as far as EM fixed income aggregate flows, table 3 in specifications (1)

and (2) shows that fixed income flows respond to both US corporate index and to the S&P,

respectively equal to 0.14 (significant at 1%) and 0.06% (significant at 5%). In both cases

the 3-month Tbills is negative, equal to -0.01 and significant at 1%. Signs for US Sentiment,

and VIX are similar in sign, magnitude and significance with respect to those for equity

flows, while coefficients for US recession, oil price and term spread are not significant in this

case. Finally coefficients for equity flows, added to 3-month Tbills and to US sentiment are

positive and significant.

Table 4 reports 10 different linear specifications of the pull model for fund aggregate flows

that invest in EM equity and fixed income. While push specifications can include different

variables together, pull drivers’ effects have to be evaluated separately in order to avoid any

multicollinearity risk due to the fact that pull determinants essentially represent alternative

measures of EM past and expected asset performance. Therefore drivers’ effects are evaluated

at different lags. Concerning equity funds, table 4 in specifications (1) and (2) reports a

positive coefficient for recent average fund return (respectively 0.16 and 0.09) and significant

at 1% while the goodness of fit is lower with larger lag (adjusted R2 are respectively 0.154

and 0.047). Specifications (3)-(5) confirm the tendency for the MSCI EM index, that remains

positive and significant until three-month lags with a decreasing goodness o fit. Relying on

Cochrane (2011)’s findings that past dividend yield is an explanatory variable for long-run

expected returns, (6) to (8) include past dividend yield at different lags. Results clearly show

that, considering older realizations of dividends, coefficients become more significant as the

goodness of the fit, in fact the 6-month lagged dividend yield is positive (1.67) and significant

at 1%. Finally equity flows respond to past realization of fixed income funds with results

that are positive and significant at 1%. As far as fixed income, table 4 once again shows

that fixed income flows mostly respond to the same determinants, with some exceptions. In

details the first (5) specifications show that all coefficients are positive and significant at 1%,
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despite lower R2. As far as the dividend yield, the dynamic is similar to that of equity flows,

but results are less significant since only in specification (8) its coefficient with 6 month

lagged is significant at 5%. As for the table 4 past realization of the average fund of the

other category are significant, although lower in R2.
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Table 3: Push determinants

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Equity
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.22*** 0.17*** 0.22*** 0.17*** 0.18*** 0.20*** 0.18*** 0.19*** 0.19*** 0.17***

(5.24) (3.78) (4.62) (3.47) (3.65) (3.93) (3.86) (4.10) (4.97) (3.97)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01**

(-4.85) (-4.67) (-4.60) (-3.80) (-2.25) (-2.44)
3m Euribor % cht−1 -0.27*

(-1.74)
US Sentt−1 -0.03** -0.06** -0.05**

(-1.99) (-2.36) (2.32)
VIXt−1 -0.06* -0.06**

(-1.97) (-1.98)
Oil % cht−1 3.60*

(1.69)
US term spreadt−1 -0.01**

(-2.32)
Fi flowst 0.60*** 0.58***

(4.61) (4.54)
US recession 0.91** 1.07*** 1.03** 0.58*

(2.25) (2.76) (2.50) (1.67)

Constant 1.39*** 1.82*** 4.12*** 7.28*** 7.14*** 0.77*** 0.77*** 1.45*** 1.05*** 0.75***
(6.11) (4.11) (2.75) (2.80) (2.79) (3.98) (3.98) (4.03) (5.64) (4.18)

R2 0.202 0.187 0.189 0.207 0.238 0.230 0.242 0.205 0.365 0.376
Adj. R2 0.193 0.178 0.180 0.194 0.220 0.216 0.225 0.191 0.354 0.361

Fixed income
Us corpt−1-rft−1 0.14*** 0.12*** 0.13*** 0.10*** 0.11*** 0.13*** 0.13***

(3.94) (3.44) (3.78) (3.08) (4.22) (3.64) (3.56)
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.06**

(2.33)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(-5.39) (-5.95) (-5.04) (-5.23) (-5.18) (-5.21) (-5.02) (-4.84)
US Sentt−1 -0.03** -0.03** -0.04*** -0.02**

(-2.42) (-2.50) (-2.68) (2.11)
VIXt−1 -0.03*

(-1.71)
Oil % cht−1 0.29

(0.24)
US term spreadt−1 -0.01

(-0.77)
Eq flowst 0.33*** 0.32***

(4.89) (4.82)
US recession 0.43

(1.22)

Constant 0.65*** 0.58*** 3.14*** 2.99*** 4.84*** 0.42*** 0.65*** 0.77** 0.13 1.85***
(3.25) (2.80) (2.88) (3.00) (2.83) (4.22) (3.10) (2.38) (0.85) (2.17)

R2 0.123 0.085 0.093 0.150 0.167 0.131 0.123 0.060 0.271 0.286
Adj. R2 0.113 0.074 0.083 0.137 0.148 0.119 0.108 0.050 0.267 0.274

The table reports the coefficients for different specifications of the following regression: Flowsobjt = a+b1Z1,t−k+...+bjZj,t−k+
ut, for k = 1, ..,K and obj = E,FI. Flowst is the aggregate fund net flows that invest in EM equity or fixed income and Zj,t−1

denotes the j-th lagged push determinant. Specifications include total returns on market indexes (risk premia), alternative
measures of developed economy rates, the US Consumer Sentiment index from Michigan University, the VIX index, the brent
price. Specifications for equity funds include contemporaneous aggregate fixed income fund flows and viceversa. A dummy
for US recession, starting in Sept 2008, is included. Monthtly risk premia are built with respect to the 1-month Euribor rate
as the risk-free rate. Index returns, interest rates and oil price change are expressed in % while flows are in billion $. The
t-statistics are reported below the coefficients in parentheses. The standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity using
HAC standard errors & covariance with Newey-West fixed bandwidth (3 lags). Data are monthly from Bloomberg and from
Michigan University for the sample Jan. 2001-Dec. 2015. ∗∗∗p <0.01, ∗∗p <0.05, ∗p <0.1.
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Table 4: Pull determinants

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Equity
Avg. eq fund rett−1-rft−1 0.16***

(5.05)
Avg. eq fund rett−2-rft−2 0.09***

(2.75)
MSCI EM rett−1-rft−1 0.15***

(4.92)
MSCI EM rett−2-rft−2 0.08**

(2.52)
MSCI EM rett−3-rft−3 0.08**

(2.35)
MSCI EM DPt−4 0.97*

(1.76)
MSCI EM DPt−5 1.33**

(2.24)
MSCI EM DPt−6 1.67***

(3.61)
Avg. fi fund rett−1-rft−1 0.35***

(6.67)
Avg. fi fund rett−2-rft−1 0.24***

(3.52)

Constant 1.21*** 1.14*** 1.18*** 1.11*** 1.11*** -1.43 -2.31 -3.17*** 1.52*** 1.37***
(5.55) (5.01) (5.49) (4.90) (4.65) (-1.06) (-1.61) (-2.84) (6.22) (5.41)

R2 0.159 0.052 0.157 0.045 0.042 0.029 0.053 0.086 0.172 0.082
Adj. R2 0.154 0.047 0.152 0.039 0.032 0.023 0.048 0.081 0.168 0.076

Fixed income
Avg. fi fund rett−1-rft−1 0.19***

(3.88)
Avg. fi fund rett−2-rft−2 0.13***

(2.79)
EM corp rett−1-rft−1 0.13***

(3.45)
EM corp rett−2-rft−2 0.10***

(2.64)
EM corp rett−3-rft−3 0.12***

(2.76)
MSCI EM DPt−4 0.26

(0.82)
MSCI EM DPt−5 0.47

(1.54)
MSCI EM DPt−6 0.63**

(2.06)
Avg. eq fund rett−1-rft−1 0.07***

(3.82)
Avg. eq fund rett−2-rft−2 0.04***

(2.88)

Constant 0.70*** 0.62*** 0.61*** 0.57*** 0.60*** -0.22 -0.77 -1.15 0.51*** 0.49**
(3.23) (2.74) (2.87) (2.65) (2.77) (-0.31) (-1.08) (-1.65) (2.69) (2.53)

R2 0.099 0.047 0.068 0.038 0.057 0.004 0.014 0.025 0.060 0.023
Adj. R2 0.094 0.042 0.063 0.032 0.051 0.001 0.090 0.019 0.054 0.018

The table reports the coefficients for different specifications of the following regression: Flowsobjt = a + bjZj,t−k + ut, for
k = 1, ..,K and obj = E,FI. Flowst is the aggregate fund net flows that invest in EM equity or fixed income and Zj,t−1

denotes the j-th lagged pull determinant. Specifications include returns of average fund (risk premia), total returns (risk premia)
and dividend yields on market indexes. Specifications for equity funds include returns (risk premia) of average fixed income
fund and viceversa. Monthtly risk premia are built with respect to the 1-month Euribor rate as the risk-free rate. Returns are
expressed in % while flows are in billion $. The t-statistics are reported below the coefficients in parentheses. The standard
errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity using HAC standard errors & covariance with Newey-West fixed bandwidth (3 lags).
Data are monthly from Bloomberg for the sample Jan. 2001-Dec. 2015. ∗∗∗p <0.01, ∗∗p <0.05, ∗p <0.1.
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In order to further investigate which sub-components mainly explain aggregate findings, Ap-

pendix 2 presents detailed results for main fund subsamples by type of instrument, area of

domicile and fund size. Regressions confirm previous findings particularly for larger mutual

funds located in developed economies. In details, concerning the type of instrument, table

10 shows that both mutual funds and SICAV, that are the most relevant both in terms of

the number of funds and in terms of the aggregate TNA, have the most significant coeffi-

cients. In terms of the area of domicile, table 11 shows that funds with domicile in North

America and Central Europe, that are the two areas that collect more funds both in terms

of numbers and aggregate TNA, respond with high levels of significance to push and pull

determinants. It supports the intuition that funds located in developed countries look at

cyclical key variables of the US economy and to recent realization of pull determinants to

take short-term investment decisions. Last but not least, in term of the size of the funds,

table 12 shows that larger funds (i.e. those with a TNA between 100 and 500 million $

or higher) well respond to selected determinants and this provide support to the idea that

larger mutual funds are better tailored for general investors whose investment behaviors are

more affected by short-term biases30.

2.5 VAR analysis on equity flows

This section evaluates how fund net aggregate flows in EM equity respond to push variables

shock. Hereafter the analysis is focused on equity funds, relying on findings from table 2.4

that shows that equity net aggregate flows have a better goodness of fit with respect to push

determinants. Identification methodology relies on orthogonalized shocks to 4 exogenous

variables: VIX index, 3-month Tbills, S&P TR index (risk premium) and US Consumer

Sentiment index. Isolating the effects on fund net aggregate flows is not straightforward,

30Chen et al. (2004) show that individual fund returns, both before and after fees and expenses, decline
with lagged fund size, supporting the idea that less specialized investors buy these instruments and that
investors in large funds are less discriminating about returns than investors in small funds
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even because each of these variables respond to the state of the global economy and some of

them could be influenced by the others. I deal with the issue through Cholesky identification,

considering the following model:

Yt = B0 +B1Yt−1 + ...+BkYt−k + ut (4)

with t = 1..., T . Yt is an nx1 vector of observed endogenous variables, B0 is the nx1 vector of

coefficients that represent the constant term, Bi are nxn matrices of coefficients, ut are the

observable error terms with variance covariance matrix Ω. Consider the triangular reduction

of Ω:

Ω = A−1ΣΣ
′
A−1′ (5)

or equivalently:

AΩA
′
= ΣΣ

′
(6)

where A is the lower triangular matrix:

A =



1 0 . . . 0

α21 1
. . .

...

...
. . . . . . 0

αn1 . . . αnn−1 1


(7)

and Σ is the diagonal matrix with σi on the diagonal, with i = 1..., n. It follows that:

Yt = C +B1Yt−1 + ...+BkYt−k + A−1Σεt (8)

ε is the underlying white noise shock, not observable with variance-covariance matrix equal

to the identity matrix. Model selection criteria (namely, the Akaike, Schwarz, and Hannan-

Quinn information criteria) are used to determine the appropriate number of lags for the
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estimated model and the lag chosen for the VAR is 1 (i.e. k = 1), eigenvalues lie inside the

unit circle confirming that the VAR is stable. The order is set to be V IXt, 3m Tbillst %

change, S&P rett (risk premium), US Sentt and Flowst. Monthly risk premia are built

with respect to the 1-month Euribor rate as the risk-free rate. I assume that the market

volatility, and therefore the global risk aversion, is the most exogenous variable, followed by

monetary policy decisions on rates. Then, I assume that the stock market responds and,

finally the consumer sentiment is considered as a results of the overall picture. In order

to evaluate how flow responses change during the 15-year interval, impulse responses are

computed for 3 subsamples. First I consider the whole period from Jan. 2001 to Dec. 2015,

then the interval from the burst of the Great Recession, dated in September 2008 to the end

of 201531 and finally the last 5 years of the samples, from Jan. 2010 to Dec. 2015 in which

fund aggregate TNAs exhibit the impressive rise shown by figure 2. Figure 4 shows flow

responses, over a 12-month horizon to a one-standard-deviation shock of other variables.

Figure 4 shows that the response of flows to one-standard deviation shock of VIX is

negative and during the sample period the effect lasts from 6 to 8 months. In details, a

shock in VIX brings a net outflow of about 600 million $ one month after the shock in 2001.

The effect is widened in 2008, probably due to a higher perception of market uncertainty

and a higher risk aversion, overcoming 1 billion $ with a slight decrease in the last part of

the sample when market gets back to lower values of volatility. The behavior of flows to a

3m Tbills % change shock is similar in shape although relatively smaller in magnitude. One

month after the shock, flows response shows a negative outflow in all sub-periods that increase

through time equating 600 millions in both 2008 and 2010. This can be partially explained

by the decline in interest rates in the second part of the sample that make investment flows

more reactive to shocks. As far as the response of net flows to S&P index (risk premium), it

is positive and interestingly is declining through time. In fact, while in the 15-year interval

31This choice is supported by the significance of US recession dummy in (6), (7), (8) and (10) in table 3.
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Figure 4: Effects of shocks on equity flows - push determinants
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This figure plots the estimated response functions of net aggregate fund flows in EM equity to impulses of push factors. The
order is set to be: V IX, 3m Tbills % change, S&P ret (risk premium) and US Sent. US Sent refers to the US Consumer
Sentiment index from Michigan University. Monthly risk premia are built with respect to the 1-month Euribor rate as the
risk-free rate. The figure reports responses for 3 different samples, starting in: January 2001, September 2008 and January
2010. All samples end at December 2015. The size of each shock is one standard deviation and it materializes at time 1.

the response of flows to a one-standard deviation shock to the S&P is slightly higher than

0.5 billions, in the second part of the sample the effect decreases to around 0.2 billions. Last

but not least, the response to a US Sentiment shock is negative and increased through time,

from 300 million $ in 2001 to almost 500 millions in 2008 and 2010. Interestingly while flows

immediately react to sentiment shock in 2001, the response is shifted of one period in the

last part of the sample and in both cases IRs are still affected by the shock after 1 year. It

suggests that the consumer sentiment has a higher persistence on fund flows that invest in

EM equity.
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2.6 Robustness

This section presents robustness checks on the two main assumptions of the work. The first

one concerns the choice of an aggregate measure of flows, while the second refers to the lag

set for determinants. The main reasons underlying the choice of an aggregate measure for

fund flows have been raised and discussed in section 2.3.

Table 5 presents results of a panel analysis made on a sub-interval, from Jan. 2010 to

Dec. 2015. For this period I select funds for which flows are available for all dates and the

resulting sample is made by 157 equity funds and 59 fixed income funds. In line with the

rest of the analysis, panel results are presented separately by object of investment. The fixed

effect (within) estimator is chosen, after testing for the Hausman test and time fixed effects

is included.

Table 5: Methodology - robustness

Equity Fixed income

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

RE
i,t−1 0.47** 0.43** 0.68**

(2.25) (2.19) (2.37)

RFI
i,t−1 5.21*** 5.17*** 5.06***

(9.72) (9.67) (4.22)

3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01** -0.14** -0.82*** -5.07***

(-2.20) (-2.05) (-4.07) (-3.58)

R2 0.001 0.001 0.010 0.022 0.026 0.095

Adj. R2 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.008 0.012 0.067

Time fixed effect No No Yes No No Yes

Number of funds 157 157 157 59 59 59

Number of obs. 11,147 11,147 11,147 4,189 4,189 4,189

Wald test (p-value) 0.026 0.063 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

The table reports robustness specifications of the following regression: Flowobji,t = b1R
obj
i,t−1 + b2Zt−1 + ut, with obj = E,FI.

Flowi,t is the individual flow of the fund i that invests in EM equity or fixed income and Zt−1 denotes the 1-month lagged
3mTbills % change. Returns and rates are expressed in % while flows are in million $. Robust t-statistics clustered by fund
are reported in parentheses. Data are monthly from Bloomberg for the sample Jan. 2010 - Dec. 2015. ∗∗∗p <0.01, ∗∗p <0.05,
∗p <0.1.

Table 5 shows that lagged individual return is a significant explanatory variable for
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flows. As far as equity funds, specifications (1) to (3) show that its coefficient is positive and

significant at 5% in all cases. I add the 3m Tbills percentage change as a market control

variable in (2) and (3) finding that its coefficient is negative, and significant at 5%. Fixed

income funds show very similar results, with higher levels of significance, in fact the two

variables are significant at 1% in all specifications. Results on coefficient signs and levels

of significance for both object of investment confirm the main findings of the aggregate

analysis on two key explanatory variables, as such as past returns and lagged developed

economy interest rates. However, all specifications in table 5 show a very low goodness of

fit and this issue should be briefly discussed. It is mainly due to the fact that the analysis

is controlling only for two independent variables. In fact, in order to raise the R2 the panel

analysis should further control for specific characteristics of each fund as the level of fees,

the age of the fund or FF factors. However this is beyond the scope of this robustness

check. Anyway R2s of this magnitude should not discourage the reader since low levels of fit

are quite common in the literature on mutual funds. For example Sirri and Tufano (1998),

investigating the effects of relative performance on mutual fund individual flows, report all

adjusted R2s lower than 0.143 for US funds, while Ferreira et al. (2012), examining the

aggregate flow-performance relationship with funds pooled across 28 countries, report all

adjusted R2s lower than 0.095. Both studies control for more than 10 explanatory variables.

As far as the second assumption, the analysis relies on monthly data and determinants are

often taken with a lag of one month.

Table 6 reports 8 linear specifications of both push and pull variables taken at quarterly

frequency. Results show that key push and pull determinants remain significant for both

equity and fixed income net aggregate flows and the goodness of fit remains stable for all

specifications, ruling out hypothesis of spurious regression and of contemporaneous effect

between aggregate flows and the cyclical determinants.
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Table 6: Lag of determinants - robustness

Equity Fixed income
(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)

SP rett−1-rft−1 0.49*** 0.46*** 0.31***
(5.39) (4.31) (4.45)

MSCI EM rett−1-rft−1 0.27***
(4.24)

Us corpt−1-rft−1 0.38*** 0.34***
(0.11) (3.39)

EM corpt−1-rft−1 0.36***
(3.73)

US Sentt−1 -0.11*** -0.07*
(-2.07) (-1.72)

Eq flowst 0.53***
(5.66)

Fi flowst 0.78***
(5.30)

Constant 3.54*** 2.93*** 12.59*** 2.41*** 1.64*** 1.54** 7.30** -0.35
(4.63) (3.92) (2.70) (5.22) (2.73) (2.65) (2.15) (-0.90)

R2 0.269 0.191 0.333 0.587 0.155 0.134 0.197 0.486
Adj. R2 0.256 0.177 0.307 0.572 0.140 0.118 0.169 0.477

The table reports the coefficients for different specifications of the following regression: Flowsobjt = a+b1Z1,t−k+...+bjZj,t−k+
ut, for k = 1, ..,K and obj = E,FI. Flowst is the net aggregate fund flows that invest in EM equity or fixed income and
Zj,t−1 denotes the j-th lagged push determinant. Specifications include total returns on market indexes (risk premia) and the
US Consumer Sentiment index from Michigan University. Specifications for equity funds include contemporaneous aggregate
fixed income fund flows and viceversa. Quarterly risk premia are built with respect to the 1-month Euribor rate as the risk-
free rate. Index returns are expressed in % while flows are in billion $. The t-statistics are reported below the coefficients in
parentheses. The standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity using HAC standard errors & covariance with Newey-West
fixed bandwidth (3 lags). Data are quarterlized from Bloomberg and from Michigan University for the sample Jan. 2001-Dec.
2015. ∗∗∗p <0.01, ∗∗p <0.05, ∗p <0.1.

2.7 Conclusions

This chapter investigates how cyclical variables drive net aggregate fund flows towards

Emerging Markets (EMs). Using unique measures of aggregate fund net flows that cover

all dedicated open-end funds and are collected at high frequency, the analysis finds that

flows in EM equity and fixed income are driven by recent past performance in both devel-

oped and emerging economies. Further analysis confirms that much of the evidence comes

from US and EU larger mutual funds.
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A structural VAR shows that flows become more responsive through time to market

uncertainty and rates. In particular, after the Great Recession flows exhibit a lower reaction

to the S&P index, becoming more responsive to market volatility and to US interest rates.

Furthermore the US consumer sentiment index has a key role in the explanation of fund

flows and it increased through time with an effect that is more sluggish and persistent with

respect to other cyclical variables.

The literature on international capital flows is divided into three main categories. The

first concerns the identification of drivers, the second investigates macroeconomic and finan-

cial effects of investments on a certain country (or area), while the third evaluates policy

implications. This chapter is focused on the first step, it provides clear evidence on the rele-

vance of EM mutual fund and identifies how fund flows are driven by cyclical push and pull

variables. The effects of these transactions on financial integration of developing economies

should be further evaluated and at the same time empirical findings have significant policy

implications32. Policymakers should carefully look at potential risks to EM financial stabil-

ity deriving from a sudden mutual fund aggregate outflow from the area and the empirical

analysis of this work helps to identify cyclical variables driving investor short-term decisions.

32For instance the link between short-term interest rates and net aggregate inflows to emerging economies
should be better investigated. Banegas et al. (2016) working with long-term mutual funds domiciled in the
US find that positive unexpected shocks to monetary policy path are associated with persistent outflows
from bond funds.
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2.8 Appendix 1

In order to further investigate the dataset characteristics, this Appendix presents fund sub-

samples by type of instrument, area of domicile and size. Table 7 reports the number of

funds and aggregate TNAs for instruments that invest on EM equity and fixed income at

December 2015. Funds are aggregated with respect to the type of the instrument.

Table 7: Funds by instrument

Equity Fixed income

Funds TNA (billion $) Funds TNA (billion $)

Mutual funds 588 276.68 290 59.81

Sicav 266 76.14 194 74.63

Unit trust 12 3.13 14 1.47

Others 51 5.10 75 12.35

Total 917 361.05 573 148.27

This table reports the number of funds and aggregate TNAs for instruments that invest on EM equity and fixed income at
December 2015. Funds are aggregated with respect to the type of the instrument. Data are from Bloomberg.

Mutual funds and SICAV are the most relevant typologies both in terms of numbers and

TNAs for the two objects of investment. Mutual funds are respectively 588 for equity and

290 for fixed income, with aggregated TNA respectively equal to 267 and 60 billions, while

SICAV are 266 and 194 with TNAs equal to 76 and 75 billion $. Finally, Unit Trusts are re-

spectively 12 and 14 while other instruments are relatively less and their aggregate numbers

are equal to 51 and 75.

Table 8 reports the number of funds and aggregate TNAs for instruments that invest

on EM equity and fixed income at December 2015. Funds are aggregated with respect to

the area of domicile. The majority of funds have domicile in North America and in Central

Europe: american equity funds are 334 with a TNA of 238 billion $ and fixed income funds

are 135 with a TNA of 43 billions. European equity funds are more (496) with a lower TNA

(121 billions), suggesting that european equity funds have on average lower capitalization.
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European funds that invest on fixed income are 349 with a TNA of 103 billion $. Funds

with domicile in other areas (Asia, Africa and middle east33, Latin America and Western

Europe) are less (respectively 87 for equity and 89 for fixed income) and less capitalized, in

both cases the aggregate capitalization remains below 2 billion $.

Table 8: Funds by area of domicile

Equity Fixed income

Funds TNA (billion $) Funds TNA (billion $)

North America 334 238.49 135 42.96

Central Europe 496 121.43 349 103.65

Asia 44 0.66 8 0.57

Africa and middle-east 30 0.46 72 1.02

Latin America 5 0.01 8 0.07

Western Europe 8 0.01 1 0.01

Total 917 361.05 573 148.27

This table reports the number of funds and aggregate TNAs for instruments that invest on EM equity and fixed income at
December 2015. Funds are aggregated with respect to the area of domicile at Dec. 2015. Data are from Bloomberg.

Table 9 reports the number of funds and aggregate TNAs for instruments that invest on EM

equity and fixed income at December 2015. Funds are aggregated with respect to their size.

Smaller funds, with TNA ≤ 5 mln$ are 202 for equity an 130 for fixed income, funds with

TNA between 5 and 100 million $ are respectively 367 and 22. Larger funds, with TNA

between 100 and 500 million $ are 206 and 151 while the largest, with TNA > 500 mln$, are

142 and 70.

2.9 Appendix 2

In order to further investigate which are fund subsamples that mainly respond to determi-

nants identified in table 2 by main types of instrument, domiciles and sizes, this Appendix

33Antilles, Bahamas, Bermuda, Cayman, Jersey Island, Marianne, Mauritius, Saint Lucia are included in
the area Africa and middle east.
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Table 9: Funds by size

Equity Fixed income

Funds TNA (billion $) Funds TNA (billion $)

TNA > 500 mln$ 142 309.35 70 109.80

100 < TNA ≤ 500 mln$ 206 43.20 151 32.41

5 < TNA ≤ 100 mln$ 367 8.33 222 6.06

TNA ≤ 5 mln$ 202 0.17 130 0.01

Total 917 361.05 573 148.27

This table reports the number of funds and aggregate TNAs for instruments that invest on EM equity and fixed income at
December 2015. Funds are aggregated with respect to size at Dec. 2015. Data are from Bloomberg.

reports determinants of mutual fund flows that invest in EM equity and fixed income.

Table 10 reports 10 linear specifications per each, both of the push and the pull models

for mutual fund and SICAV net aggregate flows that respectively invest in EM equity and

fixed income. Table 11 reports 10 linear specifications per each, both of the push and the pull

models for fund aggregate flows that respectively invest in EM equity and fixed income and

are respectively located in North America and Central Europe. Finally table 12 reports 10

linear specifications per each, both of the push and the pull models for larger fund aggregate

flows that respectively invest in EM equity and fixed income.
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Table 10: Determinants by main instruments

Equity Fixed income
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Mutual funds
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.18*** 0.19*** 0.13*** 0.15***

(4.55) (4.20) (3.26) (4.01)
US corp rett−1-rft−1 0.03** 0.03** 0.02 0.02**

(2.48) (2.48) (1.59) (2.56)
MSCI t−1-rft−1 0.11***

(3.60)
EM corp rett−1-rft−1 0.03**

(2.16)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(-3.40) (-3.06) (-3.30) (-3.45) (-4.73) (-4.47) (-4.71) (-4.63)
US Sentt−1 -0.02 -0.05** -0.01** -0.01***

(-1.64) (-2.43) (-2.55) (-2.76)
VIXt−1 -0.06** -0.01*

(-2.41) (-1.90)
US recession 1.00*** 0.15

(2.85) (1.42)
Constant 1.27*** 1.08*** 3.21** 6.41*** 0.73*** 0.14** 0.13** 0.82*** 1.48*** 0.06**

(6.68) (6.02) (2.55) (3.04) (4.01) (2.38) (2.16) (2.84) (2.77) (2.46)

R2 0.179 0.113 0.193 0.0219 0.224 0.051 0.027 0.077 0.097 0.065
Adj. R2 0.170 0.108 0.173 0.200 0.211 0.040 0.021 0.061 0.076 0.048

Sicav
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.03** 0.03** 0.04*** 0.03**

(2.17) (2.17) (2.64) (2.21)
US corp rett−1-rft−1 0.10*** 0.10*** 0.08*** 0.08***

(3.84) (3.65) (3.16) (3.37)
MSCI t−1-rft−1 0.04***

(5.09)
EM corp rett−1-rft−1 0.42***

(2.90)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(-7.47) (-6.39) (-6.27) (-6.75) (-5.14) (-4.79) (-4.93) (-4.94)
US Sentt−1 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02* -0.02**

(-1.62) (-0.71) (-1.90) (-2.14)
VIXt−1 0.01 -0.02

(1.34) (-1.35)
US recession -0.10 0.29

(0.53) (1.14)
Constant 0.16 0.14 1.13* 0.04 0.11* 0.45*** 0.42*** 1.77** 2.78** 0.30***

(1.59) (1.63) (1.75) (0.47) (1.81) (3.29) (2.90) (2.42) (2.36) (3.29)

R2 0.047 0.069 0.064 0.070 0.049 0.122 0.071 0.141 0.149 0.132
Adj. R2 0.036 0.064 0.048 0.048 0.032 0.112 0.065 0.126 0.130 0.117

The table reports the coefficients for different specifications of the following regression: Flowsobj,It = a + b1Z1,t−k + ... +
bjZj,t−k + ut, for k = 1, ..,K, obj = E,FI and I = MF,SICAV . Flowst is the aggregate fund net flows that invest in EM
equity or fixed income and Zj,t−1 denotes the j-th lagged push determinant. Specifications include total returns on market
indexes (risk premia), alternative measures of developed economy rates, the US Consumer Sentiment index from Michigan
University, the VIX index. A dummy for US recession, starting in Sept 2008, is included. Monthly risk premia are built with
respect to the 1-month Euribor rate as the risk-free rate. Index returns, interest rates are expressed in % while flows are in billion
$. The t-statistics are reported below the coefficients in parentheses. The standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity
using HAC standard errors & covariance with Newey-West fixed bandwidth (3 lags). Data are monthly from Bloomberg and
from Michigan University for the sample Jan. 2001-Dec. 2015. ∗∗∗p <0.01, ∗∗p <0.05, ∗p <0.1.
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Table 11: Determinants by main areas

Equity Fixed income
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

North America
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.16*** 0.16*** 0.13*** 0.14***

(4.15) (3.90) (3.07) (2.90)
US corp rett−1-rft−1 0.01* 0.01* 0.01 0.01

(1.86) (1.74) (0.82) (1.44)
MSCI t−1-rft−1 0.10***

(3.40)
EM corp rett−1-rft−1 0.01*

(1.79)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01** -0.01** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(-2.77) (-2.57) (-2.71) (-2.85) (-3.21) (-3.07) (-3.23) (-3.29)
US Sentt−1 -0.02 -0.04** -0.01** -0.01***

(-1.32) (-2.14) (-2.02) (-2.62)
VIXt−1 -0.05** -0.01***

(-2.20) (-2.45)
US recession 0.83** 0.09*

(2.51) (1.84)
Constant 1.09*** 0.93*** 2.61** 5.41** 0.64*** 0.07** 0.06* 0.38** 0.84*** 0.02

(6.20) (5.50) (2.17) (2.76) (2.68) (2.16) (1.85) (2.26) (2.78) (1.04)

R2 0.164 0.104 0.173 0.194 0.198 0.047 0.016 0.063 0.092 0.064
Adj. R2 0.154 0.099 0.158 0.175 0.184 0.036 0.010 0.047 0.071 0.048

Central Europe
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.04** 0.05***

(3.19) (3.25) (2.58) (2.76)
US corp rett−1-rft−1 0.12*** 0.12*** 0.10*** 0.10***

(4.01) (3.77) (3.14) (3.70)
MSCI t−1-rft−1 0.05***

(5.37)
EM corp rett−1-rft−1 0.12***

(3.65)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(-7.15) (-6.15) (-6.22) (-6.38) (-5.83) (-5.44) (-5.63) (-5.52)
US Sentt−1 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02** -0.03**

(1.57) (-1.51) (-2.27) (-2.44)
VIXt−1 -0.01 -0.03

(-0.58) (-1.53)
US recession 0.13 0.32

(-0.54) (1.03)
Constant 0.29** 0.24** 1.37* 1.89* 0.22*** 0.57*** 0.53*** 2.45*** 3.89*** 0.40***

(2.40) (2.19) (1.84) (1.56) (2.81) (3.29) (2.92) (2.81) (2.61) (3.97)

R2 0.056 0.061 0.068 0.070 0.058 0.117 0.068 0.142 0.153 0.126
Adj. R2 0.045 0.056 0.052 0.049 0.042 0.107 0.063 0.127 0.133 0.111

The table reports the coefficients for different specifications of the following regression: Flowsobj,At = a + b1Z1,t−k + ... +
bjZj,t−k + ut, for k = 1, ..,K, obj = E,FI and A = NA,CE. Flowst is the aggregate fund net flows that invest in EM equity
or fixed income and Zj,t−1 denotes the j-th lagged push determinant. Specifications include total returns on market indexes
(risk premia), alternative measures of developed economy rates, the US Consumer Sentiment index from Michigan University,
the VIX index. A dummy for US recession, starting in Sept 2008, is included. Monthly risk premia are built with respect to
the 1-month Euribor rate as the risk-free rate. Index returns, interest rates are expressed in % while flows are in billion $. The
t-statistics are reported below the coefficients in parentheses. The standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity using
HAC standard errors & covariance with Newey-West fixed bandwidth (3 lags). Data are monthly from Bloomberg and from
Michigan University for the sample Jan. 2001-Dec. 2015. ∗∗∗p <0.01, ∗∗p <0.05, ∗p <0.1.
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Table 12: Determinants by main sizes

Equity Fixed income
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

TNA > 500 mln$
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.20*** 0.20*** 0.16*** 0.18***

(4.82) (4.45) (3.35) (3.92)
US corp rett−1-rft−1 0.10*** 0.10*** 0.08*** 0.08***

(3.59) (3.54) (2.93) (3.59)
MSCI t−1-rft−1 0.13***

(4.64)
EM corp rett−1-rft−1 0.10***

(3.11)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(-3.89) (-3.57) (-3.73) (-3.80) (-4.65) (-4.26) (-4.39) (-4.50)
US Sentt−1 -0.03** -0.05** -0.03*** -0.04***

(-2.05) (-2.44) (-3.01) (-2.93)
VIXt−1 -0.05* -0.02

(-1.92) (-1.35)
US recession 0.65* 0.35

(1.80) (1.28)
Constant 1.18*** 0.98*** 3.71*** 6.53*** 0.83*** 0.51*** 0.47*** 2.75*** 3.87*** 0.31***

(5.59) (5.03) (2.80) (2.86) (4.52) (3.19) (2.87) (3.44) (2.95) (3.72)

R2 0.186 0.138 0.205 0.221 0.202 0.104 0.061 0.149 0.157 0.117
Adj. R2 0.176 0.133 0.191 0.203 0.188 0.094 0.055 0.134 0.138 0.102

100 < TNA ≤ 500 mln$
SP rett−1-rft−1 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.01 0.01

(2.73) (2.65) (1.46) (1.32)
US corp rett−1-rft−1 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.02*** 0.03***

(4.01) (3.94) (3.37) (3.87)
MSCI t−1-rft−1 0.01***

(2.82)
EM corp rett−1-rft−1 0.03***

(3.77)
3m Tbills % cht−1 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(-2.88) (-2.66) (-2.63) (-3.37) (-6.76) (-6.73) (-6.95) (-6.55)
US Sentt−1 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

(-0.65) (-0.97) (-0.29) (-1.38)
VIXt−1 -0.01 -0.01*

(-1.08) (-1.93)
US recession 0.21* 0.05

(1.96) (0.63)
Constant 0.17*** 0.16*** 0.34 0.74 0.06 0.13*** 0.12** 0.19 0.76 0.10***

(3.26) (3.19) (1.18) (1.25) (1.63) (2.73) (2.28) (0.93) (1.83) (4.11)

R2 0.019 0.019 0.020 0.025 0.043 0.127 0.063 0.128 0.151 0.130
Adj. R2 0.008 0.013 0.003 0.003 0.026 0.117 0.057 0.113 0.131 0.115

The table reports the coefficients for different specifications of the following regression: Flowsobj,St = a + b1Z1,t−k + ... +
bjZj,t−k + ut, for k = 1, ..,K, obj = E,FI and S = M,L. Flowst is the aggregate fund net flows that invest in EM equity
or fixed income and Zj,t−1 denotes the j-th lagged push determinant. Specifications include total returns on market indexes
(risk premia), alternative measures of developed economy rates, the US Consumer Sentiment index from Michigan University,
the VIX index. A dummy for US recession, starting in Sept 2008, is included. Monthly risk premia are built with respect to
the 1-month Euribor rate as the risk-free rate. Index returns, interest rates are expressed in % while flows are in billion $. The
t-statistics are reported below the coefficients in parentheses. The standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity using
HAC standard errors & covariance with Newey-West fixed bandwidth (3 lags). Data are monthly from Bloomberg and from
Michigan University for the sample Jan. 2001-Dec. 2015. ∗∗∗p <0.01, ∗∗p <0.05, ∗p <0.1.
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2.10 Appendix 3

This appendix reports the lists of funds that invest in EM equity and fixed income. The sam-

ple has been defined selecting only funds in US$, excluding closed-end funds and exchange

traded products for a 15-year period, from Jan. 2001 to Dec. 2015. The whole dataset

contains 917 equity funds and 573 fixed income funds. Tables 13 and 14 list equity funds in

alphabetical order. Tables 15 and 16 list equity funds in alphabetical order.
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Table 13: List of equity funds (1/2)

1741 LUX EQ ACT IDX EMK-BUSD BARCLAYS GL ACCESS EQT-BA US DIMENSIONAL-EMG MRKT V-USD A FRANK TP INV EM MK-A YDISUSD
AB EMERGING MARKETS CORE-ADV BARING EASTRN EUR-A-USD-INC DIREXION MNTH EM MK BE 2X-I FRANKLIN TEM-F GLOBAL EQTY
AB EMERGING MRKTS GROWTH-A BARING EMERG OPP FND-USD INC DIREXION MTH EM MK BULL 2X-I FREMONT EMERGING MARKETS FD
AB EMG MKT GROWTH-A BARING FRONT MKTS-A-USD-ACC DISCOVER EUROPE FUND FRONTEGRA HEXAM EMG MARKET
AB EMRG MRKT VALUE S1 USD BARING GLB EM MK FD-USDA INC DISCOVER INV CO-DISCOVER EU FRONTIER SILK INVEST N/H-INS
AB SICAV-EM MRKT EQ PT-A BARING LATIN AMER-AUSD INC DLB EMERGING MARKETS FUND FULLERTON GLB EMKT EQ-IUSDAC
ABERDEEN EMER MKTS-A BARING-BRIC FUND-A-USD DNB-GLB EMERGING MKTS SRI-A FULLERTON SEL GL EM MK EQ-A
ABERDEEN EMER MKTS-INST BARON EMERGING MARKETS-INS DREYFUS DIVERSIFIED EM MK-I FUNDLOGIC ALT-EMERG MKT EQ-I
ABERDEEN GL-EM INFR EQ-A2A BATTERYMARCH GLB EM MKTS FND DREYFUS EMERGING ASIA FUND-A FUNDQUEST INT-EMERGING GL-CI
ABERDEEN GL-EMERG EUROPE-A2 BB FUND CLASS A DREYFUS EMERGING MARKETS - A FUNDQUEST INTL-EMERG MKT-CC
ABERDEEN GL-EMERG MKT SM-A2 BBO INTERNACIONAL ACCIONES DREYFUS GLOBAL EMRG MKTS-A GAIA WORLD AGRI FUND-B
ABERDEEN GL-EMERGING ASIA-A2 BBVA PAISES EMERGENTES-A DREYFUS PREMIER DEVLP MKTS-B GAM ABSOLUTE GLB EMER MKT-$
ABERDEEN GL-EMMKT EQTY-A2 BCV EUROMAC A DREYFUS PREMIER EM MRKT OP-A GAM EMERGING MARKETS FUND
ABERDEEN INTL FRONTIER MARK BCV GLOBAL EMERGING-A DREYFUS STRAT BETA EM-A GAM STAR-EMERGING EQUITY-USD
ABERDEEN INTL-EMERG MARKETS BEL AIR-TOP HI GRW MRKT-IUSD DREYFUS STRAT BETA GL EQ-A GAM STAR-EMERGING MARK-$ ACC
ABERDEEN-FRONTIER MK EQ-I-2A BERNSTEIN EMG MKTS PORTFOLIO DREYFUS TOBAM EMG MKT-A GAM-STAR EMERGING ASIA-USD A
ABN AMRO GLB EMERG MKTS EQ-A BGF EMERGING MRKTS EQ IN-A2 DRIEHAUS EMERGING MARK S/C GARTMORE CS-EMERGING MARKETS
ABN AMRO GLBL EMERG MKTS-I BGF-EMERGING MARKETS FD-A2 DRIEHAUS EMERGING MKTS GR FD GE INST EMERGING MARKETS-INV
ACADIAN EM EQ UCIT II-AA USD BGF-LATIN AMERICAN-A2 USD DRIEHAUS FRONT EMERG MKTS GEMS OPPORTUNITY-OPPORT PR A
ACADIAN EMG MKTS PORT-INST BLACKROCK EM MARKETS DIV-A DUNHAM EMERGING MKT STOCK-C GENERAL ELECTRIC EMERG MKT-Y
ACADIAN EMMK SM-CAP EQ-AUSDA BLACKROCK EM MK IND-FLX-AUSD DUPONT CAPITAL EMG MKTS-I GENERALI-EMERGING MKT EQ-D
ACADIAN-EMERG MKTS-A BLACKROCK EM MKTS FEE PM-$II DWS BRIC PLUS FUND-A US$ GENESIS EMERGING MKTS INV -A
ACE ASSET MGMT-EMERG MARKETS BLACKROCK EM MKTS FEEDER-$II DWS CHINA-A FUND GENESIS SMALLER COMP SICAV
ACE FUND-EMERGING MARKETS BLACKROCK EMERGING MARKETS-I DWS EMERGING NEW DEAL FUND GENEVA ADV EMER MKTS-I
ACM MID EAST OPPOR CL A BLACKROCK GI-EMK EQ IN-X2USD DYNAMIC EMG MARKETS-I GINSGLOBAL EMERGING MKT INDX
ACM MID EAST OPPOR CL B BLACKROCK ST EMMK EQ STR-A2U E FUND GLOBAL EMERG MRKTS-B GLENEMEDE PHIL INTL EMG-IV
ADEQUITY-LYXOR EMERGING MRK BLACKROCK STR-EMMK EXT-A2$ EAGLE EMERG MKT EQ-A USD ACC GLENMEDE EMERGING MRKTS PORT
ADIG FUND-GLB EMM MKT EQTY-N BLAIRLOGIE EMERGING MRKTS-I EARNEST-GLOBAL EMER MARK-USD GLG INV VI-EMER MKT EQT2-IN$
ADVANCE-FRONTIER OPPOR-A USD BMO LGM EM MARKETS EQUITY-A EASTSPRING EMER AS EQ-D USD GLG MENA EQUITY-D USD
ADVISORY RESEARCH EM OPPORT BMO LGM FRONTIER EM MKT EQ-Y EASTSPRING INV EMEA DYN-D GLOB EMERG MKTS FNDLGIC
AFRICA EMERGING MARKETS FUND BMO LGM FRONTIER MRKTS-B ACC EASTSPRING INV EMEAXSA DY-E GLOBAL CAPTL MKT-EMER STK-J
AFRICA EMERGING MARKETS-A BMOLGM GL EM MR GR IN-Y-B-IN EASTSPRING INV GL EM DY-D GLOBAL MUT-DIVERS EMKTS+ $-A
AGF EM MKT ALL CAP EQ-J USD BNP EQUITY EMERGING-AC1 EATON VANCE EME EMRG MKT-M$ GLOBAL SELECT-SUB-FUND VIII
AIG ASIA EMERGING MKTS FD BNP PA L1 ASIA EMER-CDIS-USD EATON VANCE EMERGING MKTS-A GMO EMER MRKT OPP FD-3
AIG ASIAN CAPITAL GROWTH FD BNPP L1-EQ WLD EMERG-CD EATON VANCE HEX EM EQUITY-A GMO EMERGING COUNTRIES-III
AIM EMERGING MARKETS FUND-A BNY MEL GL-EMG MKT EQ V-AUSD EATON VANCE MED EMG MKTS-A GMO EMERGING DOMESTIC OP-II
AIM LATIN AMERICAN GROWTH-A BNY MELLON EMERGING MKTS-M EATON VANCE PARA E/M CORE-A2 GMO EMERGING DOMESTIC OPP EQ
AL YUSR EMRGING MARKETS EQTY BNY MELLON GL-EM MKT EQ-C US EATON VANCE PARA EM CORE-INS GMO EMERGING MARKETS-III
ALAHLI EMERGING MARKETS-ACC BNY MELLON-EMMK EQ CORE-SUSD EATON VANCE PARA EM MK-A2USD GOLDMAN EMERGING MKDTS EQ-$I
ALGER EMERGING MARKETS-A BNY-EMERG ASIA FD-USDA EATON V-HEXAVEST EM MKT-I2 GOLDMAN SACHS CONC EMG EQ-A
ALGER-EMERGING MARKETS FD-A BNY-GLB EMER MKT-USD C ACC EDINBURGH PAR-EMER OPP-I USD GOLDMAN SACHS EMG MKT EQ-A
ALIAS FRONTIER OPP FUND SPC BO FUND II-GLOBAL EMERGING EFFECTUS CVI EMER MKT EQ-M GOLDMAN SACHS GR MT P EQ-BUD
ALJAZIRA GLOBAL EM MKT FD BOLUX-INTERNATIONAL EFG MULTI MGR-EMG MKTS EQ GOLDMAN SACHS N-11 EQUITY-A
ALLIANCE KOREA FUND-AUSD BRANDES EM MKTS VALUE-I-USD EGA EMERG MKTS CONSUM-ADV GOLDMAN SACHS-GMS EMMK EQ-P
ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN EQ-A BRANDES INSTL EMG MKTS VAL-I EGA EMERGING MARKET CORE-ADV GOVETT EMERGING EUROPE FUND
ALLIANZ ASIAN SM CAP-ITUSD BRIDGE EMERG VENTURES C1-E EMEG MMA-MT LATIN AMER FD-A GPB SICAV EMER EUROPE EQ-R
ALLIANZ BST STYL EM EQ-I USD BRIDGE EMERG VENTURES C2-F EMER MARKETS EQY HYA USD GRANDEUR PEAK EM OPP-INS
ALLIANZ CHINA A-SHRS-AT BROWN ADV EMG SMALL-CAP-INST EMERG INDIA NEXT TRIL DOL OP GS EMMKTS CAR EXC RET IN-C$
ALLIANZ CHINA EQUITY-A BROWN ADV SOMERSET EM MK-ADV EMERG STAR PCC-CELL B AAS IN GS GIVI GROWTH%EMKT EQY-BAS
ALLIANZ CHINA FUND-A USD BRUNSWICK RUSSIA EQUITY FUND EMERG STAR PCC-CELL D EMG MK GS GR % EM MRKT BROAD EQTY
ALLIANZ DRESDNER EMRG MKT-A$ CADMOS-GUILE EMERG MKT ENG-A EMERG STAR PCC-CELL F EMG MK GS GR % EM MRKT EQUITY-BASUS
ALLIANZ EMERGING ASIA EQY-A CALAMOS EMG MARKETS EQUITY-A EMERG STAR PCC-CELL G EMG MK GS GR%EM CORSM EQ-BACLAUSD
ALLIANZ GR CHINA DYM-AT USD CALAMOS EVOLVING WORLD GR-A EMERG STAR PCC-CELL J EMG MK GS-EM MKT EQUITY INSIGHTS-A
ALLIANZ INDIA EQUITY-I USD CALDORA EMERGING MARKETS-USD EMERGING MARKET EQT FUND GSQUARTIX BRIC N50 DEV-A$
ALLIANZ INDONESIA EQY-A USD CALVERT EMG MKTS EQUITY-A EMERGING MARKET GLOBAL FD-A GSQUARTIX BRICS NF50 EM-A$
ALLIANZ KOREA EQUITY-A CALVERT NEW AFRICA FUND-A EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND GUIDESTONE EMG MKTS EQ-INST
ALLIANZ LITTLE DRAGONS-A CAP GR SCREENED EMMK EQ-AUSD EMERGING MARKETS GROWTH HANSBERGER EMERGING MK FD-IN
ALLIANZ ORIENT INCOME-P CAP INT EMERG ASIA-C USD EMERGING MARKETS STRATEGI-AC HARBOR EMERG MKT EQTY-ADM
ALLIANZ RCM ISLAMIC GL EM-A CAP INT EMERGING MKT-I USD EMERGING MARKETS TRUST-B USD HARDING LOEVNER EMG MKTS
ALLIANZ THAILAND EQY-A USD CAPB HIGH GROWTH MARKET-G EMERGING MARKETS VALUE-A HARDING LOEVNER FRONT EM-INS
ALLIANZ TTL RTN AS EQ-AT CARNEGIE-WW EMERG MKT EQ-1A EMERGING WORLD FUND-GBP INS HARDING LOEVNER INST EMG M-I
ALLIANZGI BST EM MKT EQ-INST CASAM MOMENTUM INVEST FD-P EMG MMA-MILLTST ASEAN FD-A HARDING LOEVNER-EMMK EQ-AUSD
ALLIANZGI EM MKT CONSUM-A CAUSEWAY EMERGING MKTS-INST EMG MMA-MILLTST BRAZIL FD-A HARTFORD EMG MKT EQUITY-A
ALLIANZGI EM MKT SM CAP-A CEMBRA EAST FD SICAV-NV USD EMG MMA-MILLTST INDIA FD-A HARVEST CHINA A SHARES E-CUS
ALLIANZGI EMER MKTS OPP-INST CERA INVEST-EMERGING MKTS-AC EMIRATES EMG MKT EQY-ACC-A HC CAPITAL TR EMERG MKTS-HCS
ALLIANZGI NFJ EM MKT VAL-A CHAMPLAIN EMER MRKTS-ADV ENHANCED EMERGING ASIA IN-WN HELIOS-GLOBAL EMERGING MRKTS
ALPINE EMER MARK REAL EST-I CHASE MAN VISTA EMG MKT-A DI ENTERPRISE GLB-EMRG MKTS-A$ HENDERSON EMERGING MARKET-A
AMANA DEVELOPING WORLD CIMB ISLAMIC GLOBAL E/M-I ENTERPRISE INT GROWTH FD-A HENDERSON HORIZ-GL EMG MK-A2
AMANAH GLOBAL EMRG MKT-ACC CITIMARKETS GLB EMERG MKTS-A EP ASIA SMALL COMPANIES-A HEPTAGON OPPEN DEV MK EQ-CUS
AMER BCN EP EMER MKTS-A CITY NATL ROCHDALE EM MKTS-N EQUATOR- GLBL EM MKT EQTY-5 HH DISTRIBUTION INC
AMER CENT EMERG MARKETS-INV CL (GUE) EMERGING MKT EQTY F EQUITY WRLD EMRG LO VOL-IUSD HH SUPPLY INC
AMER CENT NT EMERG MRKTS-INS CMC EMERGING MRKTS EQTY FUND EUROPARTNERS-WRD EMR-L-B-CAP HIMCO VIT AMER FDS NEW WD-IB
AMER CENT-EMRGING MKTS EQ-B CMG FIRST ST EM EUR GTH 2 EVERGREEN LATIN AMERICA FD-A HOTCHKIS % WILEY INTL VAL-I
AMERICAN BEACON AR EM MGD-A CMG FIRST ST EMG COUNTRY 2 EV-PARAMTRC RESP EM MKT-I2$ HRI REL EMRG MRKT EQTY USD
AMERICAN BEACON EMERG MK-AMR COHEN % STEERS EMG MRK REL-A EXCELLE-EMERGING MKTS EQ-A HSBC EMERGING MARKETS EQ-A
AMERICAN NEW WORLD HLS-IB COLUMBIA ACORN EMG MKTS-A F%C EMERG MKT-POLISH INV HSBC FRONTIER MARKETS-A
AMG TRILOGY EM WEALTH EQ-I COLUMBIA EMERGING MRKTS-Z F%C EMERGING ASIA-B USD ACC HSBC GIF-BRIC EQUITY-M1C
AMG TRILOGY EMERG MKT EQ-I COLUMBIA EMG MKTS OPP-A F%C G EM EQTY L/S F-A USD A HSBC GIF-BRIC MRKT-ECUSD
AMUNDI SIF-EM ANTI-BMK-I2U COMGEST GROWTH EMER MKTS-USD F%C GLOB E MK FD- A USD DIS HSBC GIF-EMRGNG WEALTH-AUSDD
AMUNDI-EQ EMER ANTI-BNCH-I6C CONSILIUM EMG MKT S/C-INST F%C PORT FD-GLB EMRG MKT-A HSBC GIF-FRONTIER MARKETS-AC
AMUNDI-EQ EMERGING WORLD-AUC CONSULTING GRP EMG MKTS EQTY FA-MSCI EMERG MK ESG EQ-IUSD HSBC GIF-GEM EQ VOL FO-XC
AMUNDI-EQUITY EMER FOCUS-AUC CORONATION GLOB EMMKT EQY-B FAST EMERGING MARKETS-AAUSD HSBC GIF-GL EM MKT EQ FR-M1C
AMUNDI-INDEX EQ EMMKTS-AU-C CORONATION GLOBAL EM MKT-A FAW-EMERGING MARKET-A DIST HSBC GIF-GL EMERG MKT EQY-AD
ANDORFONS EMERGENTS DIVISA-A CREDIT SUISSE EMG MKTS EQ-A FCM EEMEA FUND-A$ HSBC INTL SEL-MA GB EMKT-AD
AOL-EMERGING MRKTS AGRESIVA CREDIT SUISSE EMRG MKT-CM FEDERATED EMERG MKTS EQ-IS HSBC IS-GLOBAL EM MKT EQ-A
AQR EM DEFENSIVE STYLE FD-I CREDIT SUISSE EQ-EMG MKTS-B$ FEDERATED EMERGING MARKETS-A HSBC SPEC-NEW FRNT-A$JAN 08
AQR EMERGING MULTI-STYLE-L CREDIT SUISSE INST FD EMG MK FERRUM FUND EMERGING MKTS HSBC-GL E/M EQ ABS RT-L1
AQR EMRG MOMENTUM STYLE-L CREDIT SUISSE WAR PIN DEV-A FIDELITY ADV EMERG MARKET-A HSBC-SEL EMERGING MARKETS EQ
AQR TM EMERGING M/S-L CRESCENDO SERIES E EMERGING FIDELITY ADV EMG EUR ME-A IAM EMERGING PROPERTIES USD
ARGOS FUNDS -BAMBOO FD-I USD CS HOLT EMERGING MKTS EQTY-M FIDELITY ADV EMRG ASIA FD-A ICON EMERGING MKTS FD-S
ARK-EMERGING MKTS EQUITY-A CS INDEX LUX EQT EMERG FD-DB FIDELITY ADV EMRG MKTS DI-A IND INVESTOR-EQ G EM MRKT
ARTICO DYNAMIC EMERG MKT-USD CS LUX ASIA CONSUM EQ-BUSD FIDELITY EMERGING MARKET FD INDIA FOCUS EMERGING MARKT-D
ARTISAN DEVELOPING WORLD-ADV CS LUX GB S%M EM ILC EQ-BUSD FIDELITY EMG MKT DISCOVERY ING EMERGING COUNTRIES-A
ARTISAN EMERGING MARKETS-INS CS LUX GLOBAL EMKT PROP-BUSD FIDELITY FUNDS-EMERGING M-A ING L INVEST-EMER MKTS-IC$
ARTISAN EMERGING MKTS-I USDA CS LUX MM EMERG MKT EQ-F FIDELITY M-EMER MKT-A$ ACC INTERFIRST-EMERGING EQUITY-A
ASG GROWTH MARKETS-A CS LX GLOB EMK ILC EQ-BUSD FIDELITY SER EMERGING MARKET INVESCO DEVELOPING MKTS FD-A
ASHMORE E/M FRNTIER EQ-USDII CULLEN EM USD ACC A FIDELITY-EMERG ASIA-A USD INVESCO EMERG MK QUAN EQ-AA
ASHMORE EM FRONTIER EQ-INS CULLEN EMG MKTS DIV-C FIDELITY-EMKT FOCUS-AUSD INVESCO EMG MKT EQUITY-A
ASHMORE EMERGING ECONOMY POR CUTLER EMERGING MARKETS FUND FIDELITY-INS EM MKT-I-A USD INVESCO EMG MKTS EQUITY-A
ASHMORE EMERGING MKT EQ-INST DANSKE INV-GLOBAL EM MKT-A FIDELITY-LATIN AMERICA-A USD INVESCO EMRG EUROP EQUITY-A
ASHMORE EMERGING MKT S/C-INS DANSKE INV-GLOBAL EM MKTS-A FINREON EMER MK EQ ISOPRO-A INVESCO LOW VOL EMG MKT-A
ASHMORE EMRG MKTS GL SC-IUSD DEGROOF EQUITIES FOF EMERG FIRST AMERICAN EMERGING MK-A INVESCO VK EMERGING MKTS-A
ASHMORE SICAV EM MKT EQUITY DELAWARE EMERGING MARKETS-A FIRST STATE-GL EM MK SEL-III INVEST AD - EMERGING AFRICA
ASHMORE-EM MKTS GL EQTY-IUSD DELAWARE POOLED TR EM MK II FISHER EMERGING MRKTS EQ-USD INVEST AD SICAV-EMG AFR-USDR
ASIA PACIFIC FUND LTD DELAWARE POOLED TR EMERG MKT FLEXIBLE EMERGING BOND- USD INVEST AD SICAV-GCC FOCUS-A
ASTON/LMCG EMG MKTS-I DEUTSCHE EM MKTS FRONTIER-A FNK TMP INV-EMKT SM C-A-ACC INVESTEC EMERGING MKTS EQY-A
ATRAM EMERG MKTS EQ OPP FEED DEUTSCHE EMRG MARKETS EQ-S FORTRESS INC-EMRGNG MRKTS-A INVESTEC PAN AFRICA FUND-S
AVIVA GLOBAL EMERG MRKT ID-I DFA EMERG MKTS CORE EQUITY FORUM INTERNATIONAL EQTY-EE IVY DEVELOPING MARKETS FD-A
AVIVA INV-EM MKT SPE SIT-A$ DFA EMERG MKTS SOCIAL CORE FORWARD EMERGING MARKETS-IN IVY EMERGING MARKETS OPPT-A
AVIVA INV-EMRG MKT INC-A USD DFA EMERGING MARKETS SML CAP FORWARD SELECT EM DVD-C IWF-EMERGING MARKETS EQTY-A
AVIVA-EMG MRKT EQ SMCP-A USD DFA EMERGING MKTS PRTFOLIO FP GLOBAL EMERGING EQUITIES JANUS ASIA FRONT MK-A USD AC
AXA ROSNBRG-GL EM MK EQ AUSD DFA EMERGING MRKTS VALUE FPP-GLOBAL EMERG MARKETS-A JANUS EMERGING MARKET-A
AXA WORLD-EMERGING MKTS-AD DIAM EM MRKT SM CAP EQ EFF FRAMLINGTON IP-EMRG MKT FD-D JANUS EMERGING MARKETS-AUSDA
AXA WORLD-US SEC BND-F$ DIMENSIONAL EMRG MRKTS II FRANK TEMP INV TE FR M-AAUSD JB EMERGING EQ USD-A
BAILLIE GIFFORD EMG MK FD-1 DIMENSIONAL2-EMK T-A-USD-ACC FRANK TEMP INVEST EMKT INO-A JBM PICARD ANGST EM MK-A1USD
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Table 14: List of equity funds (2/2)

JHVIT JOHN HAN AM NEW WRLD-I MORGAN ST INV F-LAT AM EQT-A PRINCIPAL INV INTL EMERG MKT TCW DEVELOPING MARKETS EQ-I
JHVIT JOHN HAN EM MKT VAL-NA MORGAN STAN EM MKTS LDRS-I PRINCIPAL ORIGIN EM MKT-A TCW EMERGING MARKETS EQ-I
JOHCM EMG MKT OPPORT-I MORGAN STANLEY INS FR EMG-A PROFUNDS ULTRAEMRG MKTS-INV TEMPLETON DEVELOPING MKT VIP
JOHCM EMG MKT S/M CAP EQ-I MORGAN ST-FRONT EMMKTS EQ-A PROFUNDS ULTRASHT EMRG M-INV TEMPLETON DEVELOPING MKTS-A
JOHN HANCOCK EMER MKTS EQ-A MOST TOBAM A/B EM MK EQ-A PROGRUSS INVESTMENT LTD-A022 TEMPLETON EMER MKT S/C-C
JOHN HANCOCK II-EMG MKTS-A MPS-CEAMS Q EMER MRKTS EQ-B PRUDENTIAL JENN EMG MKT-A TEMPLETON FRONTIER MARKETS-A
JP GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS-A MS GALAXY-FRONTIER EM MKT-A PRUMERICA EMG MKTS EQUITY-A TEMPLETON INST EMERGING MKTS
JP MORGAN EMERG MKTS EQTY MSIF EMG MKTS SMALL CAP-A PUB EQUITIES EM MKT 1-IB TEMPLETON SHARIAH GB E-AAUSD
JPM EM MKT SC-A PERF ACC USD MSIF-EMERGING MARKETS-I PUB EQUITIES EM MKT 2-IB THE BARING CHRYSALIS FUND
JPM EMERG MKTS EQ INC-A MULTICOOP -EQTY GL EX EM-B PUTNAM EMERG MARKETS EQTY-A THEAM QUANT GURU G EM E-AUSD
JPM INV-JPM LATIN AM SEL E-A MUNDER EMERGING MARKETS FD-K PUTNAM EMERGING MARKETS EQ-A THOMAS WHITE EMERG MKTS-INV
JPM LX F-EMERG MKTS DIV-I MY FUNDS-EMERG-EQUITIES PUTNAM EMERGING MARKETS FD-B THORNBURG DEVELOPING WRLD-A
JPM LX F-EMERG MKTS OPPOR-AA NATIONS EMRG MKTS FD-PRMRY A PZENA EMERG MKT VALUE FD-A THREADNED LX MON-FOC EME-M
JPM LX F-EMERG MKTS VALUE-AA NATIONWD BAILRD EM EQ-A PZENA EMG MKTS FOC VAL-INS THREADNEEDLE-GL EM MKT E-AU
JPM ULTRA GLOBAL EMERGING-A NATIONWIDE EMERG MKTS EQ-A QS BATTERYMARCH EM MK FD-C THREAD-STA GL EM PR SE-IU
JPM-EM ULTRA DIV EQ-XA NATIXIS AM EMERG ASIA-IAUSD QUANTIS GLB EM MKT EQY-A THRIVENT PART EMG MKT EQ-A
JPMORGAN AFRICA EQUITY FUND NATIXIS EMERG EUROPE-IAUSD RAM KY SYS EMG MKT EQ-IB THS KINGSWAY-FRONTIER CONS-A
JPMORGAN ASIA NEW FRON FUND NATIXIS HAN EMG LAT AM-IAUSD RAM LUX SYS-EM COR EQ-IP TIAA-CREF EM MKT EQ IND-INST
JPMORGAN EMERG ECONOMIES-A NBAD EMERGING MARKETS RAM LUX SYS-EMER MKTS EQ-B TIAA-CREF EMER MRKT EQ-INST
JPMORGAN EMERG MRKT EQ-SEL NEUBER BER EMR MKTS EQ-USDIA RBC EMERG MKTS SM CAP EQ-I TIMOTHY PLAN EMERG MRKTS-A
JPMORGAN F-EMERG MKTS EQ-A NEUBERGER BERMAN EMER MRKT-A RBC EMERGING MARKETS EQ-A TOBAM SA-ANT-BENCH EM MKTS F
JPMORGAN F-EMERG MKTS INF-A NEW RUSSIA GROWTH FUND LTD-$ RBC LUX EMERG MARKETS EQU-O TOUCHSTONE EM MKT EQ II-INST
JPMORGAN-EM EUR M/E AFR-AUSD NEW STAR GLB INV-ASIAN OPP-$ RED ARC SPC-WTCH EM SCP-USD TOUCHSTONE EM MRKTS EQ-A
JPMORGAN-EM MID EAST EQ-A NEW WORLD FUND-A REGENT GLOBAL FUND TOUCHSTONE SANDS EM GR-Y
JPMORGAN-EM MK ALPHA PL-A-AC NEWFONDLAND ARMADILIO FD-C RENAISSANCE GLB EM YLD FD-A TOWER FUND-EMERG MARKE EQ-AC
JPMORGAN-EMMK DIV-A-R-ACCUSD NEWGATE EMERGING MARKETS-I RIVERSIDE FRONTIER MKTS-INST TRANSAMERICA EMER MKTS-I2
JPMORGAN-LATIN AMER EQ-AUSD NICHOLAS APP EM COUNTRIES-I ROBECO EAST EUROPE EQTY-USD TRANSAMERICA EMG MKT EQTY-A
JSS EMERGINGSAR GLOBAL-C USD NICHOLAS APP EMG MK OPP-I ROBECO EMER MKTS SM COS-DUSD TRILOGY EMERGING WEALTH FD-C
JSS EMERGINGSAR NEW FR-C USD NICHOLAS APPLEGATE EM MRK-I ROBECO QUANT EMER EQTY-IUSD TRILOGY VALIENT EMER MK-CUSD
JSS SUSTAIN EQTY-GLB EMMKT-P NIKKO EMGR GRW ASIA/LAT AM-A RS EMERGING MARKETS FUND-A TROWE PRICE-EMKTS EQTY-I
JUPITER GLOBAL EMKT UN-LUSDA NMM-EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY RS EMG MKTS SMALL CAP-A TROWE PRICE-FRNT MK EQ-A
JYSKE INVEST EMERG MKT EQ CL NN L - LATIN AMERICA EQT-PD RUSSELL EMERG MKTS EQ-A TT EMERGING MRKTS EQ-A1-USD
KAZIMIR RUSSIA GROWTH INV FD NOMURA FD-GL FR EM EQ-IUSD RUSSELL EMERGING MARKETS-S TURNER EMERGING MARKETS-INST
KAZIMIR UKRAINE CONVERG F-$ NOMURA PART GL EMG MKTS-A RUSSELL FRNTIER MKTS EQ- A UBAM-EUROPEAN EMERG EQTY-IC$
KBC EQS EMERGING ASIA 1 NOMURA-GLOBAL EMERGING-IAUSD RUSSELL SHARIA EMERG MRKTS A UBAM-GLOBAL EMERG EQY-ADIS
KBC EQS EMERGING ASIA 2 NORDEA 1 EMRG STARS EQ-BPUSD RUSSIAN OPPORTUNITIES UBP MULTIF II-EM MRK EQ-AUSD
KBC EQS EMERGING ASIA 3 NORDEA 1-EM MKTS FOC E-EUSD RYDEX SERIES EMG MKT 2X-A UBP TURKISH EQUITY FUND LTD
KBC EQS EMERGING ASIA 4 NORDEA 1-STBLE EMMK EQ-BPUSD RYDEX SERIES INV EM 2X-A UBS (CH) IF-EQ EM MT AS I-A1
KBL KEY FUND-MAJOR EM MK-USD NORTHERN EMERGING MRKTS EQ SA EMERGING MARKETS VALUE UBS (CH) IF-EQ EM MT SG I-X
LAPIS EMERGING LIMITED NTMF EMERGING MKT IND FEED-$ SANDS CAP EMER MKT GW-AA USD UBS CH EQ EM GLB PASS II-IB
LAUDUS MONDRIAN EMG MKT-INS NUVEEN TRADE EMERG MRKTS-AUS SANLAM EMERGING MKTS FIN-A UBS CH EQ-EMER HI DVD USD-P
LAUDUS MONDRIAN INST EM MKT NUVEEN TRADEWINDS EM MKTS-A SANLAM GL-SAN BIFM EMM EQ-A UBS CH EQY LAT AMER USD-P
LAZARD DEVELOPING EQUITY-INS OAKTREE EMERG MRKTS EQ-ADV SANLAM-EMER MKT EQTY TRK-AD UBS L E-EM MKTS S/C USD-PA
LAZARD EMER MKTS EQ ADV-INST OAKTREE-EMRG MKTS EQUITY-GB SANLAM-S%P AFRICA TRACKER-A UBS L E-EME MRKT IN USD-PA
LAZARD EMERG MKT EQY BLN-INS OFFSHORE TRAK EMERGING MARK SARASIN IE EM SYS USD-I USDA UBS L EQ S-EM ENH USD-UXA
LAZARD EMERG MKT EQY-INST OLD MUT MSCI EM MKT-INDX CHA SARASIN IE THEM GB EMKTS-IA UBS L EQ S-EM MR GR USD-PA
LAZARD EMG MKT CORE EQ-INST OLD MUT PAN AFRICAN-B SBGH-INTL AGGR GROWTH-A AU UBS L-EM M HI DIV USD-PA
LAZARD EMR MKT CORE EQTY-IA OLD MUT-GLB EMERGING MRK-A1 SC GLB EMERG MKTS OPP EQTS-A UBS LUX EQ2 - GLOBAL GRWT-P
LAZARD GL ACTIVE-EM MK EQ-IS OLD MUTUAL CLAY FIN EMERG-A SC GLB EMERG MRK R/V EQT-A UBS LUX-EMER M SUS USD-PA
LEGAL%GENERAL MSCI EMK I-FA OMG EMERGING MARKET EQ USD SC GLOBAL EMMKT GROWTH EQS-A UBS LUX-EMERG MRKT EQ PAS-BA
LEGG MASON EMRG MKT EQ-A1USD OMG HSBC BRIC MARKETS EQ-USD SCHRODER EMER MKT SM CAP-INV UBS LX INST EMERG MRKT EQ-XA
LG ANTENNA FUND LTD OMGB EMERGING MARKET EQ USD SCHRODER EMER MRKT EQ-ADV UBS LX-EMMK RIS GT USD-PACC
LGT CF EQ EMERGING MARKETS-$ OMG-INVESCO NEW INDUST CNTRY SCHRODER EMERGING MARKET-IN UBS-GL EM MRKT OPPORT-IX USD
LGT SLCT EQ EMER MRKT USD-B OPPENHEIMER DEVELOPING MKT-A SCHRODER EMG MKT M/C EQ-ADV UIF UNIVERSAL INVEST FND-A
LIBERTY STEIN ROE ASIA PAC OPPENHEIMER EM INNOVATORS-A SCHRODER INT E ASIA-AUSD-ACC UNI-GLOBAL-EQ EM MKTS-SAUSD
LLOYDS TSB INT-GLB EMK EQ OPPENHEIMER-BARING DEV MKT-A SCHRODER INT SEL-FRONT MK-A UNIVERSAL EMER MKTS EQUI-I
LM EM M CHINA NEW GEN A SH-P OPTIMUM VEE RNT VAR ECON EMG SCHRODER INT-GL EM M OP-A-A UNIVERSAL VENT FD SCC-45
LM ESEMPLIA EMG MKTS L/S-A O’SHAUGHNESSEY EMER MKTS-I SCHRODER INTL BRIC-A AC USD USAA EMERGING MARKETS FUND
LM QUAL INV- ESEMP EM ALP EX OVERSTONE EMERG MRKTS EQ-A SCHRODER INTL EMERG MKTS-AAC USGI EMERGING EUROPE FUND
LMG EMERG EUROPE EQUITY-A OVERSTONE SMM COM EQUITY-A SCHRODER INTL LATIN AMER-AAC USGI-GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS
LM-QS EMERG MKTS EQ-AAUSD OYSTER FPP EMERG MKTS USD SCHRODER-GL EM SM CO-I VALARTIS GL EMER MKT EQ-AUSD
LO FUNDS-EM E RSK PARI-PAUSD OYSTER GLOBAL EMER MKT-USD SCHRODER-QEP GL EM MKT-AUSDA VAM FDS-FRONTIER MARKETS-A
LO FUNDS-EMRGNG CONSUM-PAUSD OYSTER-EMERG OPPORT-C USD SCHWAB FUND EM MKT LA CO-INS VAM FUND LUX-EMERGING MARK-A
LO GATEWAY-EMG MK OPN AR-IA PACE INTL EMG MKT EQTY-P SCOUT EMERGING MARKETS FUND VAN ECK EMERGING MARKETS-A
LODH INV-ASI SMAL CP-PA$ PAINEWEBBER EMG MKTS EQTY-A SCUDDER EMRG MRKTS EQUITY-IN VANGUARD EM MKT STK IND-INV
LOS ANGELES CAP EMERG MKTS-A PAM FUNDS-GLOB EMERG SMALL-I SCUDDER GLB OP-EMG MKT EQ-A2 VANGUARD EMRG MK SEL STK-INV
LP LAZARD EMERG MARKT PARAMETRIC EMERGING MRKTS-A SCUDO AZIONARIO PAESI EMERGE VICTORIA 1522 FUND-ADV
MACQUARIE-EMERG MKT OPP-A$ PARAMETRIC TAX-MAN EMG MK-IN SEAFARER OVERSEAS GR%INC-INS VICTORY CEMP EM VOL WTD-A
MAINSTAY EM MKTS OPP-A PARIBAS CHINA PORTFOLIO SEB SICAV 1-EMERGING MARKETS VICTORY EXPED EM MKTS S/C-A
MAJ INVEST EMERG MKTS EQYS-Z PARIBAS GLOBAL PORTFOLIO SECURITY ASIA EMERGENTE-A VICTORY SQUARE GEM AGMVK
MANAGERS EMERG MKTS EQUITY PARVEST EMER MRKT EQTYS-CL C SEG BRY % HAM EMER MRKTS-A VICTORY TRIVALENT EM S/C-A
MANNING % NAPIER EMER MKT-S PARVEST EQ WL EMG SM CP-N SEI EMERGING MARKETS EQ-A VIETNAM EMERGING MARKET FUND
MANULIFE GLB-EMRG MKT INF-AA PARVEST EQ WLD EMERG-CC SEI EMERGING MARKETS EQ-A VIRTUS EMERGING MKTS EQ-A
MANULIFE GLB-LAT AM EQ-AAUSD PARVEST EQUITY BRIC-CLASS C SEI ISLAM EM MK EQ-$ ACC VIRTUS EMERGING MKTS OPPOR-I
MANULIFE GLBL-EMRG EAST EU-A PARVEST EQU-WORLD-EM -CC SEI-EM MKT EQT-USD INSTIT VIRTUS EMERGING MKTS S/C-A
MARATHON EMERG MKT EQ-A USD PARVEST STEP 80 WRLD EM$-CC SELIGMAN EMERGING MARKETS-A VITRUVIUS EMERGING MKTS-BUSD
MARKET AC3-AUB GL EM OPP-IC1 PARWORLD TRACK EMER MKT-I-PL SELIGMAN HORIZON EMG MKTS-A VONTOBEL GLB EMRG MKT EQ-I
MARSICO EMERGING MARKETS PAVILION EM MKT FOC EQ-A$AD SERVICED-JAV CAP EMMK A-DUSD VONTOBEL-EMERG MARKET EQ-A
MARTIN CURRIE EMERG MRKT-FI PAVILION EMERG MARK FOC EQY SGAM FD-EQUTY GLO EMER CO-A VONTOBEL-MTX SUS EMK L-AUSD
MARVIN%PALMER EMMK EQTY-USD PBI-EMERGING EUROPE EQUITY-Y SINOPIA EMG MK WRLD EM-A-CAP VOYA EMERG MKTS EQ DVD-A
MASSMUTUAL PREMIER ST EMMK-A PBI-GLB EMG MKT RSCH EN F-Y SIT DEVELOPING MKTS GROW VOYA MM EMERG MKTS EQ-I
MATTHEWS EMERGING ASIA-INST PBI-GLOBAL EMERGING M EQ-Y SKYLINE ARGA EMKT EQTY-AUSD VP-SECTORAL EM MARK HC P USD
MCF EMERGING MRKT CRED OPP-A PBI-LATIN AMERICA EQUI-Y SMITH BARN EMERGING MKTS-A WACHOVIA EMERGING MKTS FD-A
MCGF-LMMC-GL EMERG MKT-USDA PCP EMERGING MARKETS FUND SOMERSET GLOBAL EMER MKT LLC WARBURG PINCUS EMG MKTS-A
MERCER EMG MKTS EQUITY-Y3 PEAR TREE EMERGING MKTS-ORD SOMERSET SML MID EM ALL CTRY WASATCH EMERGING MKT S/C FD
MERIDIAN ASEAN EMERGING COMP PEAR TREE PANAGORA RSK-INS SOMERSET-EMRG MKTS SMALL CAP WASATCH EMERGING MKT SEL-INV
MERRILL LYN EMERG MKT PORT-A PEREGRINE EMERGING MKTS FD SPARTAN EMG MKTS INDEX-FA WASATCH FRONT EMERG SM-INV
MERRILL LYN EMERG MKT PORT-B PICTET CH-EMRNG MK T-ZDYUSD SPARTAN GL EX US INDEX-FA WCM FOCUSED EMG MARKETS-INS
METATRON GLOBAL FUND PICTET EMERG MKT SUS EQ-IUSD SPI BANGLADESH FUND-A WCM FOCUSED GLOBAL GROW-INST
METZLER/PAYDEN EURO EMER MKT PICTET EMERG MKTS HI D-PUSD SSGA E/M SRI EN EQ FD-I WEGELIN GUE EQ ACT EM MKTS-$
MFS BLENDED RSRCH EM EQ-A PICTET F LUX-EM MK LG CAP-I$ SSGA ENHANCED EMER MKT EQ-I WELLINGTON EMG MKT EQPOR-S
MFS BLENDED RSRCH INTL EQ-A PICTET PICM-GLOB EMER MKT-FL SSGA GLOBAL EMERG MKTS IND E WELLINGTON EMMRKTS LOC EQY-S
MFS EMERGING MKTS EQUITY-A PICTET-EMERG MRKT-P USD STANDARD EMERG MARKETS PRO-A WELLINGTON-EMK RES EQ PT-SUH
MFS INV-EMERG MKT EQT-Q2 USD PICTET-EMRG MKT INDX-PUSD STANDARD L-G EMK EQ UNCON-A WELLS FARGO ADV EMG MK E-ADM
MFS MER MANAGED WEALTH-A1USD PILGRIM WORLDWIDE EMERG MKT STANLIB GLOBAL EMERG MKT-A WELLS FARGO ADV IN EM MK-I
MFS MER-EMERG MRKT EQ-A1USD PIMCO ALLIANZ EMERGING MKT-A STATE ST DISC EM MRKT EQ-N WELLS FARGO EM MK EQ IN-AUSD
MFS MER-EQUITY OPP-A1USD PIMCO EQS EMG MARKETS-C STATE ST EMG MKT EQTY IDX-K WELLS FARGO EMMK EQ II-AUSD
MILLTRUST KEYWISE CHINA FUND PIMCO FNDMENT PLUS EM -INC-I STATE ST ESG EMERG MRKT-A WELLS FARGO EMR MKTS EQ-AUSD
MIRABAUD LX-FRONTIER MKT-A PIMCO RAE FMTL PLUS EMG-INST STATE ST OPPORT EMER MRKT-A WESTWOOD EMERGING MKTS-A
MIRABAUD-EQ GB EMK FOC-AUSDC PIMCO RCM EMERGING MKTS-I STATE ST S/C EMER MKT EQ-A WF EMER MKTS EQTY INC-A
MIRABAUD-EQUITIES G EMK-AUSD PIMCO STRUCTURED EMG MKTS-IN STEWART GL EM MK LDR-I WF EMERG MRKTS EQTY-A
MIRAE ASSET-GEM SEC-A-USD PIONEER EMERGING EUROPE-A$ STRATEGIC ADV INTL MM WFA EMERG MRKTS EQ SEL-A
MIRAE EMERGING MARKETS FD-A PIONEER EMERGING MKTS FUND-A SURA ACC DE MER EMERG FMIV WHV EMERGING MARKETS EQ-A
MIRAE EMG MKT GREAT CONSUM-A POLAR EMERGNG MKTS GROW-RUSD SWIP SICAV-EM MKT INFRA-II$A WHV/EAM EMER MKT S/C EQ-I
MOMENTUM-MOM IF G EM EQ-AUSD POLUNIN CAPITAL PAR DEV CO-A SWIP-EM MKT SM CO-USD II ACC WILLIAM BLAIR EM S/C GR-N
MONACTION EMERGING MARKETS POLUNIN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES SWISSCANTO CH EQ F EMER MA A WILLIAM BLAIR EMER MALEAD -A
MONDRIAN FOCUS EMER MKT EQTY POLUNIN DISC-FRONTR MRK-AUSD SWISSCANTO LU GREEN EMERG B WILLIAM BLAIR EMG MKT LDR-IS
MONTGOMERY EMERG MARKETS-R POLUNIN EMERG MKTS TECH-AUSD SWISSCANTO SAMM EM MKT-SST2 WILLIAM BLAIR EMG MKTS GR-IN
MONTGOMERY VAR SERIES EMG MK POLUNIN FUNDS-DEVEL COUNTR SWMF-EMERGING MARKETS-A WILLIAM BLAIR-EMERG MRKTS-I
MONTLAKE SKYL EM LG ON-CU POLUNIN FUNDS-EM SMALL CP SYMPHONY-CONCERTO EMERGING F WILLIAM BLAIR-EMK SMC GR-IC
MONTLAKE TOW GEM UCIT-USDINS POWER CAPITAL LTD-NAVIGATO-B T ROWE PR EMG MKTS VALUE WORLD FRONTIER FUND
MORGAN GREN EURO EM MK US$ PPF EMERGING MKTS BLUE CHIP T ROWE PR INST EM MKT EQ WORLDINVEST GLOBAL EMG MKTS
MORGAN ST EMERG LEAD EQ-A PRAMERICA QMA EMKTS C-IIUSDA T ROWE PR INST FR MKT EQ
MORGAN ST INV F-BO NAT-A PRINCIPAL GLB-EMG MK-A ACCUM T ROWE PRICE EMERG MRKT ST
MORGAN ST INV F-EMG MK EQ-A PRINCIPAL INTL EMERG MKTS-A T ROWE PRICE EMERGING EUROPE
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Table 15: List of fixed income funds (1/2)

AB EM CORPORATE DEBT-A CREDIT SUISSE BF LUX EM AB-B HSBC GIF-GL EM MKT CORP-AC MORGAN ST-EMERG MKTS CP D-A
AB EMERGING MARKET DEBT-A CS GUE EMERGING MKT BD-B HSBC GIF-GL EM MKT IGB-I USD MS EMERG MKT FI OPP PORT-A
AB FCP I-EMR MKT DB-AUSD CS LUX EMERG MKT CRP B-BUSD HSBC GIF-GL EMER MK BD-PDUSD MSIF EMKTS FIX IN OPP-A
AB SICAV I-EMR MK CR DB-S1 CS LUX EMMKT CORP IG-B USD HSBC GIF-GLB EMMK LCL DB-AC MSIF-EMER MKTS DOM DBT-I
ABERD GL II-EM TOT RET BD-I1 CS SICAV II-EM MKT BD ABER-B HSBC HCIF EMERG MARK FIX INC MUAM GL-EM HY COR BD-USD
ABERDEEN EM MKT DBT-A CSIF CH BD EMKTS INDEX BL-DA HSBC INSU GLOB EMER MKT BF MULT MGR ACCESS II-BI-USD
ABERDEEN GL-EM LC CRCY BD-A2 DAIWA EME MKT BD-MONTH-AUD H HSBC INV TR-EM INFL BD-ADUSD MUZIN-EMRG MKTS SHORT DUR-SU
ABERDEEN GL-EM MK COR BD-Z1I DAIWA EME MKT BD-MONTH-BRL H HSBC IS-EMG MKTS BOND NAM CORE PLUS FIXED INCOME
ABERDEEN GL-SL EMMK BD-A2 DAIWA EMERGING TOC-USD AUD H HSBC PRV BK-EMMK FS FX INC-A NAM EMERGING MARKETS DEBT
ABN AMRO FDS-GB EM MK BD-A DAIWA EMERGING TOC-USD BRL H HSBC REPUBLIC LATAM S/D INCO NATIONW EM MKTS DBT-A
AC ALT EM OPP TTL RTRN-A DAIWA EMERGING TOWER CUR-USD HSBC TOTAL RETURN FUND-A NATIXIS LOOM SY-EMRG D-IAUSD
ACADIAN EMG MKTS DEBT FD-INS DB ADV-EMMKT SOV DEBT-ICUSD HSBC-SEL EMERG MKTS DEBT FD NATIX-LS ST EM MRKT BOND-I/A
ACADIAN EMKT LOCAL DEBT-USD DB PLAT-EMLIN SOVERIGN B-I1C IAM INTERNAT FND-IAM H/Y-US$ NB EMERG MKTS DBT-BL F-USDI3
ACTIVEST EMERGING RENT DEL ESTE HIGH YIELD FUND LTD ICE EM MULTI-SECTOR INCOME-A NB EMERG MKTS DBT-LOC CUR-A
ACUMULAR AHORRO DOLARES DELAWARE EMG MARKETS DEBT-A IGS-EM MRK INV GR COR DE-IXD NEUBERG BRM-SH DUR EM MK-I U
AIM EMERGING MKTS DEBT FD-A DEUTSCHE ENH EM MKT F/I-S IGS-EMK LOCAL CURR TR FD-IX2 NEUBERGER BERM E/M DEBT-A
ALLIANZ CHINA STRG BD-A USD DEUTSCHE INV EM CORP-USD FC IGS-EMRG MKTS CORP DEBT-AUSD NEUBERGER BRM EM DB HC-USDAA
ALLIANZ RENMINBI FION-IT USD DOUBLELINE EMG MKTS INC-I IGSF-EMERG MRKTS BLEND DB-A NEUBERGER EM MKTS DEBT BLEND
ALLIANZGI EMER MKTS DBT-A DOUBLELINE LOW DUR EMG-I IGSF-EMK LOC CUR DY DB-AUSDA NEW STAR GLB INV-ST GVT BD-$
AMER CENT EMG MKT DEBT-A DRACO HY EM ASIA-USD B ING EMERGING MARKETS FI-A NEWFLEET EMRG MKTS DEBT STRT
AMER FNDS EM MKT BND-A DRESDNER RCM INST’L EMG MKT ING L FLEX- EMD DOLLAR-P-D NIKKO AM E/M LOC CURR B-AUSD
AMERICAN BEACON-GL FRON MK-A DREYFUS EMER MKTS USD-A INGENIUM-EMG MKT FLEX USD-B NMM EMG MKT DEBT OPPORTUNITY
AMUNDI-BOND GL EMRG CORP-IUC DREYFUS OPPORT E/M DEB-A INSINGER DE BEA-HI YLD BOND NN L EMK COR DEB-XA
AOL-BONOS SOBER EMERGENTES DT INVI-LOCAL EM MKT-USD LC INTL OPP FD SPC-ENH YLD CL A NN L EMK DBT LOC-IC
ASHMORE EM CORP HY-INC USD DUPONT CAPITAL EMG MK DEBT-I INVESCO EM MK CORP BD-AAUSD NN L-EMG MKT DEBT OPP-ICPUSD
ASHMORE EM MKTS SHT DUR-A DUPONT EMERGING MARKETS DEBT INVESCO EMERG MKT BND-A NORDEA 1 EMMK LOCAL DB-BIUSD
ASHMORE EM MRKT H/C DBT-A DWS EMERGING SOV BD USD AUD INVESCO GL HIGH INC-A NORDEA 1 EMRG MKT BOND-BPUSD
ASHMORE EM TOTAL RETURN II-I DWS EMERGING SOVERE BOND USD INVESTEC EM HARD CR DB-AUSD2 NORDEA 1-EM MKT COR BD-BPUSD
ASHMORE EM TOTAL RETURN-II DWS INSTITUTION EMG MKT BOND INVESTEC EMMK LCL CRCY IUSD NORDEA 1-EMK HRD CUR BD-BPUS
ASHMORE EMER MK BLEND DB-IIU DWS INVEST EMERGING YLD+ $-A2 INVESTEC-EM MKT INV GR DBT-I NORDEA 1-EMMK BD OPP-EUSD
ASHMORE EMER MKT DIST DEBT DYNAMO DEBT CLASS INVESTIN PRO EM MK CORP-I ODDO-GLB EMRG MKTS BOND-CU
ASHMORE EMERG MKT LOC C CD-I DYNAMO DEBT PLUS CLASS JACKSON VA-JNL/GS EMMK ODYSSEY EMERGING MKT BOND FD
ASHMORE EMKTS SH DUR-I DYNAMO FIXED INCOME CLASS JB ABSL RT EM BOND FD-USD A OFFIT EMERGING MARKETS BD-SL
ASHMORE EMMK ASIAN CO BD-INS EASTSPRING INV GLB EM BD-D JB BF EM OPPORT-A USD OFFIT LATIN AMERICA EQTY FD
ASHMORE EMMK INV GD TR-INS EATON VANCE INSTL EM DEB FD JB EMERGING BD -B OLD MUT GB-EM MKT DEBT-A
ASHMORE LOCAL CURRENCY FUND EDM ROTH PRIFUND-BD EM USD-A JB FI EM HARD CURRENCY USD-B OLD MUT-LOC CURR EMK DB-A1
ASHMORE SICAV-EMK INGC DEBT EDMOND DE RO-EM COR BD-AUSDA JOHN HAN II-EMER MKTS DBT-A OMG SCHRODERS EMERG MKT BND$
ASHMORE SIC-EM MK INF LK-II EDR EMRGNG CONVERTIBLES-AUSD JPBT LATIN YIELD FUND OMGB-EMERGING MARKET BD USD
ASHMORE SIC-EM SOV ING DEBT EM OPPORTUNITIES BOND FD-$ JPM EM MK INV GR BD-A-A-USD OMG-SCHRODER EMERG MKT BD FD
ASHMORE-EM HY CRP DB FD-I3 EMERGING BOND FUND CU SE USD JPM EMER MK COR BD II-AUSDI OMIG-SCHRODER EMERGING MK BD
ASHMORE-EM LOC CUR BD-IUSDD EMERGING BOND FUND CU US BRL JPM EMER MRKTS STR DBT-A OPPENHEIMER EM MKT LOC DBT-A
ASHMORE-EM MK INV GR L CR-II EMERGING MKTS DEBT & CURRN-A JPM EMERGING MARKETS BOND-A OPPENHEIMER-BARING EMMK DE-A
ASHMORE-EM MKTS SOV DB-IUSD EMERGING MKTS FIXED INCOME JPM EMMKT STRATB-APERF ACCUS OPTIMUM FEE RENTA FIJA EC EM
ASHMORE-EMER MKTS DEBT-R USD EMSO EMRG MKT AB RET D-AAIFU JPM LUX F-EMERG MKTS BD F-AA PACTUAL CORP DEBT HIGH YIELD
ASHMORE-EMKT COR DB-INST USD ESPA BND EMRG MARKETS CORP-A JPM-EMKT CRP BND PORT III-AA PACTUAL HIGH INCOME FUND LTD
ASHMORE-LOCAL CURRENCY-RUSDD EV INTL (CAYMAN) EMKT LOC-A JPMORGAN EM CORP DEBT-A PACTUAL ORBIT DEBT FUND
AST WA EMERGING MARKETS DEBT EVERGREEN OFFIT EMR MAR BD-I JPMORGAN EMERG MRKT DEBT-SEL PARVEST BD WORLD EMER ADV-CA
ATRAM EMERG MKTS BOND FEEDER EXP INV SIC-ASTR FI EM MK-E JPMORGAN -EMMK LCR DE-AUSDA PARVEST BOND BEST SEL-CC
AVIVA EMERG MKT DEBT OPP-I F&C EMERG-HIGH YIELD INV JPMORGAN EMRG MKTS CRP-AAUSD PARVEST BOND WORLD EMER-CL-C
AVIVA II–EMER MKT INF LNK-1 F&C PORT FD-EMMK BD-A USD JPMORGAN F-EM MK DB-AUSD PARVEST-BOND WORLD EME-C
AVIVA-EMERGING MKT-BD-B USD FALCON CROWN-EM MRK H/Y-A JSS BOND-EM MKT HIGH YD-CUD PARWORLD TRACK EMERGING BD-C
AXA WF EM MKT LOC CUR BD-I FALCON F-SIC-EM MRK H/Y-AR JYSKE INVEST EMERG MARK BND PARWORLD TRACK EMMKT BD-IP
AXA WF-GLB EM MK BNDS-FCUSD FEDERATED EM MKT FIX INC COR KB LUX BD EM MKT USD DIST-A PAYDEN EMER MRKT BOND FUND
AZ PURE CHN FIX INC STR-A-US FEDERATED EMG MKTS DEBT-IS KBC BONDS EMERGING MKTS-CAP PAYDEN EMER MRKT CORP BD-ADV
BAILLIE GIF WW EMBD-USD B AC FFTW EMERGING MARKETS PORTFO KBC MULTISAFE EMER MKTS BD1 PAYDEN-GLB EMRG MKTS-USD
BAILLIE GIFFORD EMG MK BD-1 FFTW II-GLB EMERG MKTS BND-B KOKUSAI KY-GL CB EM PLUS-USD PBI-GLOBAL EMER MARK BOND-Y
BALZAC EMERGING BONDS INDEX FICA INVESTMENT-EMER MKT BND KOTAK DEPOSIT-I SEGREGAT POR PCM EMERGING MARKET TR BOND
BANK HOFMANN EMERGING MKTS R FIDELITY ADV EMRG MKTS INC-T L&G EM MK SH DUR B-Z USD ACC PER AD NY JGS EMG MKTS DEBT
BARCLAYS GL AC EMK-M USD INC FIDELITY ADV GLOBAL BOND-A L&G EMERG MKT BOND-Z USD ACC PER II NY JGS EMG MKTS DEBT
BAREP EMERGING MARKETS LTD FIDELITY ADV INTL BOND-A LAUDUS MONDRIAN GLB GOV FI PERSP ADV JGS EMG MKTS DEBT
BARING EMK CORP DB-A ACCUSDR FIDELITY EMERG MRKT DBT-CSQD LAZARD EMER MRKTS DEBT-OPEN PERSP II JGS EMG MKTS DEBT
BARINGS EM MKT DBT BL T/R-A FIDELITY FD-EMK CP DB-A USD LAZARD EMERG MRKT DE-USD XA PERSP INVA-JNL/GS EMMK
BARINGS EMKTS DBTAUSDA FIDELITY FDS-INS EM DBT-IAC$ LAZARD EMERGNG MKTS BD-IAUSD PERSP L JGS EMG MKTS DEBT
BARINGS G EM DB TR-AUSD ACC FIDELITY NEW MARKETS INCOME LAZARD EXPL TOT RTRN-INST PERSP L NYJGS EMG MKTS DEBT
BAYERNINVEST-EMK S BD AK-USD FIDELITY SER EMG MKT DEBT LAZARD-EMRG MKTS DB BL-USDIA PGIM EMER MKT CORP BOND-USDA
BB FUND CLASS E FIDELITY-EM MKT TR DB-AA USD LD ABBETT MULTI SECTOR-S I U PGIS-SOCIAL RES EM MK B-IA
BCP-EMERGING MRK FI USD FIRST GENEVA-GLBL HI YLD-USD LEHMAN BROS-EM LCL CUR-I-A-$ PHOENIX EMERGING MKT BOND-A
BEAR STEARNS EMG MKT DEBT-A FIRST STATE EMERG MRKTS BD-I LGT BOND FUND EMMA QUAL-US-B PICTET EMERGING CORP BD-IUSD
BGF-EMERGING MARKETS BD-A2 FIRST STATE-GL EM MKT-III AC LGT CF FI EMERGING MARKETS-$ PICTET GLOBAL EMERGING-DBT A
BGF-EMK LOC CURR BD-USD A2 FORTIS FL 3-BD WRLD EM ADV-X LGT SLCT BD EMG MKT USD-B PICTET SIC II-GL EM DT-P USD
BISCAYNEAMERICAS CUR YLD-A1 FRANK EMERG MKT CRP DBT-IAUS LINCE HEDGE FUND PICTET SICAV II-AS LOC-RUSD
BISCAYNEAMERICAS DLY LIQ-A1 FRANK TP INV EM BD-A QDISUSD LIONGLOBAL EMERG MKTS BD-USD PICTET SICAVII-EM LOC D-RUSD
BISCAYNEAMERICAS HIGH YLD A1 FRANKLIN EMER MKT I/G-IAUSD LM CAPITAL EMERGING MKT DBT PICTET-ASIAN LOCAL CUR-P USD
BLACKROCK EMG MKTS FLEX-K FRANKLIN EMG MK DEB OPP FUND LMG EMERGING MARKETS BOND-A PICTET-GLOBAL EMRG DEBT-PUSD
BLACKROCK GI-EMMK GV BD-X2 FRANKLIN-EMERG MKTS DB-USD I LMG O/S EURO CORE BOND FD-A PICTET-SHTRM EM CRP BD-IUSD
BLACKROCK GL-EMK COR BD-A2US GALLOWAY BRAZIL FIXED INC-A LM-WA EM MK TR BD-AINCDUSD PIMCO BERM II-WORLD HIGH INC
BLACKROCK GL-EMK I/G BD-A2US GALLOWAY BRAZIL MULTIMGREQ-A LM-WA EMRG MRKTS CORP-PAUSD PIMCO CRD FX MT 2019 SEG-USD
BLACKROCK STR-EMK FX DY B-A2 GALLOWAY GL EM HY BOND-B STN LO FUNDS II-EMG MKT FD-PAUSD PIMCO EMG MKTS CORP BND-INST
BLACKROCK-EM INV GRD INC-A2U GALLOWAY GL FIX IN-INI LO FUNDS-EMG LC BD FD-I PIMCO EMG MKTS FULL SPEC-A
BLUEBAY EM CORP BD F-AD BE U GAM STAR-LOC EMER RA FX-USDA LO FUNDS-EMG MKT TR BD-PAUSD PIMCO EMRG MARKETS BOND-INS
BLUEBAY EMK AGG BD-I USD GEMLOC FUND LO II-EME LC CR BD FD-PAUSD PIMCO GIS EMKTS 2018-IA
BLUEBAY EMK SEL B FD-I-IUSDP GENERALI INV FINIS LON-A USD LOOMIS EMERG MKTS CORP DEBT PIMCO GIS-EM ASIA BND-EUSDI
BLUEBAY EMMK CONVER BD-B USD GENERALI-EMERGING MKT BOND-D LOOMIS EMRG MKTS SHT DUR CRD PIMCO GIS-EMERGING MKT INS A
BLUEBAY INTER EM MKT LCB-IUS GIM-GIM MG EMK CP DB-U LOOMIS SAYLES EMG OPPOR-A PIMCO VIT EMERGING MKTS-ADM
BLUEBAY-EMER MKT CORP B-RUSD GL EVO FD EM FRONTIER-Z USD LORD ABB EM MRK CUR-USD A AC PIMCO-EMR CRP BD-ACC-INS-USD
BLUEBAY-EMRGNG MKT BOND-BUSD GLG GB EMKTS MACRO ALT-DNUSD LORD ABBETT E/M CORP DEBT-A PINEBRIDGE-EM MK CORP BD-A
BLUEBAY-GL DIV CORP BD-HUSD GLG INV VI-EM CRED OPP-IL-H$ LORD ABBETT EM MK CR BD-DAUA PIONEER EM MK CORP BD-AUSDND
BLUEORCHARD MICROFIN DEBT-US GLG INV VI-EM CUR&FI-IL-H$ LUMEN EMG MARKET BD-USDB PLAINV MACKEY SH EMKT-B1USD
BMO TCH EMG BOND-I GLOBAL CONVERTIBLE MEGATREND LV BONOS CORP BRASIL-P PMT MATRIX RUSS & EM FI-A
BNP BONDS EMERGING-AC1 GLOBAL EVOLUT-EMERG MKT LC$ MAINFIRST EMMK CRD OPP-A0 PRIBOND FUND-HYLD US$ EMERG
BNPP L1-BOND WORLD EME-N GLOBAL STRAT EMER MKT BD-I-U MAINFIRST-EMMK COR BD BAL-A0 PRIME AM GLOBAL IG BOND FUND
BNY MELLON GL-EM MK DBT-CUSD GMO EMER COUNTRY DBT SHR-III MAINSTAY GLOBAL HIGH INCOM-B PRINCIPAL EMERGING MKT BROAD
BNY MELLON-EM DBT OPP-C USD GMO EMERG COUNTRY DBT SER-PS MANULIF USD ST IN F-AD1 BE U PRINCIPAL GL-FIN EM DB-I USD
BNY-EM MRKTS CORP DEBT-C-USD GMO EMERG COUNTRY DEBT INV MANULIFE STRAT FX INC-RUSDA PRUDENTIAL-IOIF FLEXIBLE IC
BOCHK WRLD BANK EMR MK BD-A1 GMO EMERG COUNTRY DEBT-III MBS FUND LAMBDA PUB BONDS EMG MKTS HC 1-IB
BOCS FD-EMERG MRKT BDS-USD GMO EMRG COUNTRY LOC DEBT-AC MCB AFRICA BOND FUND-A PUTNAM EMER MRKTS INC-A
BOSERA-SL INV EMG OPP BDS-A GOLDMAN SACHS EM MKT DBT-USD MCC EMERGING MKT BOND INC-A1 PUTNAM EMERGING MK DEBT FD-A
BREVAN HOW-EMMK LOC F/I-AUSD GOLDMAN SACHS EMRG MKT DBT-A MERCOSUR RENTA FIJA DOLARES R 172-FONDS
BRNGS EM EMT CORP BD-AA USD GRAMERCY CORP EM DBT-USD ACC MERRILL LYNCH DEV LT M-LC-A1 RAM LX TAC II-ASIA BDTR-AUSD
BROOKFIELD GL HIGH YIELD-A GRAMERCY HY CRP EM D-USD ACC MERRILL LYNCH DEV LT M-U$-A1 RBC BLUEBAY EM MKT SEL-I
BSI-MULTINVEST-EMK BD-A USD GREATLOTUS EMERGING BD FD MERRILL LYNCH EMG MKTS DBT-A RBC BLUEBAY EMG MKT CORP-I
BTG PACT-EMG MKT BND LX-I GS DYN EMERG MKTS DBT-A MERRILL-EMRG MKTS DEBT 1-S2$ RBC BLUEBAY EMG MKT UNC FI-I
CANDR BONDS-EMER MKTS-DIS GS EM DBT BLD PT-BASE USD A MFS EMERGING MKTS DEBT FD-A REYL GLOBAL-EMERG DEBT OPP-B
CAP GRP EM LOCAL DEBT-B USD GS EM MKT DEBT LOC PT-BSUSD MFS INV-EMERG MARK DBT-Q2USD RMB INT’L SICAV-EME MKT FI-B
CAP GRP EMERG MK DEBT-B USD GS EMERGING MARKETS HY BND-U MFS MER-EMERG MARK DEBT-A1 ROBECO-EMERG CRD-DHUSD
CAP GRP GL HGH IN OP-B USD GS EMRG MKT DEBT PT-BASE USD MFS MER-EMKT DB LOC CU-A1USD ROGGE EM MKT LOCAL CURR-USD
CAP INT EM USD DEBT-B USD GS EMRG MRKT CORP BD PT-IA MFS MERIDIAN EMER MKTS DB-B2 RUBRICS EMER MKT FIX INC-A
CARDINAL AHORRO DOLARES H2O MULTIEMERGING DEBT-IUSDC MFS MERIDIAN GLB OPP BND-A1U RUSSELL EMRGING MKT DBT-BRLU
CBL-EASTRN EUR BOND-USD HALBIS-HSBC GL EM MKT COR-AD MFS-EMMK LOC CUR DB II-Q2USD RVF-RBZ EMERGING MKT BDS-1A
CITI EMERGING MKT DBT-USDACC HARBOR EMERG MKT DEBT-INST MGI CORE OPP FIXED INC-Y3 RYDEX EM BOND STRATEGY-A
CLARION GLOBAL EM BOND-AUSD HARTF SCH EM MKT M/S BND-A MILLENNIUM-EMERG MK DBT-R SALIENT EMER CORP DEBT-C
COLUMBIA EMG MKTS BOND-I HENDERSON HOR-EMKT CP-A2AUSD MIRAE ASSET GB EMRG OPP-USDA SANTANDER-AM LATIN AM FIX-A
COMINVEST GL EM MKT BD USD-I HSBC EM MKT INV GR INC-DIST MORGAN GREN EMERG MRKTS FXD SARASIN JSS CORP-GB EM-PUSDA
COPERNICO ALLIANCE BRASIL RF HSBC EMERGING MKTS DEBT FD-A MORGAN ST INV F-EM MK DOM-A SBGH-EMG MKTS DEBT-A DIS
COPERNICO LATAM HIGH YLD-B HSBC GIF-GEM DBT TOT RT-MUSD MORGAN ST-EMER MARK DBT-AUSD SCHRODER EM MK DB AB RTN ST
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Table 16: List of fixed income funds (2/2)

SCHRODER EM MK DB RELATV ST STONE HARBOR EM DBT BLND-INS THE STANDARD S/T BOND FD-A UBS-EMERG MKT BD 2016-PAC
SCHRODER EMG MKTS DEBT FUND STONE HARBOR EM DEBT ALLOC-I THREADNEEDLE EMRG MKT BOND F ULT AVULI-JNL/GS EMMK
SCHRODER ISF EM DBT A R-A AC STONE HARBOR EM MKT CORP-INS THREADNEEDLE-EM MKT DBT-AU UNIQA EMERGING MARKETS DEBT
SCHRODER ISF-EM COR BD-AUSDA STONE HARBOR EM MKT DEBT-INS THREADNEEDLE-EMMKT CP BD-AUP UNIVERSAL EMER MKTS DEBT-I
SCHRODER SEL NEW MKT EM BD-A STONE HARBOR GL-EM MK DB-M&A THREADNEEDLE-GL E MKT ST-AU VALARTIS GLOB EMERG MKTS-A
SCHRODER-CHINA FX INC-IUSDA STONE HARBOR GL-EMLC DT-M&A TIAA-CREF EM MRKT DEBT-INST VALLEY FUND-FIXED INCOME AGG
SCUDDER EMRG MRKTS DEBT-IN STONE HARBOR-EM MK DBT-MUSDA TOWER FUND-LOC CUR EMRG MKTS VAM-INT SPECIAL OPPORT
SCUDDER GLB OP-EM MKT BND-A1 STONE-INV GR EMMK DEBT-IUSDA TRANSAM EMER MKTS DBT-A VAN ECK UNCONST EMERG BND-A
SEB SICAV 1-EMK CRP BD-CUSD STRATEGIC-GLB EMG MKTS FI TRG EMERGING MKT LOCAL DEBT VAN ECK-UNCONST EMR MK B-I1
SECURITY LOC EM MKT DBT-A SUL AMERICA FUND-LEXUS CLASS TROWE GLOBAL INV GR CRP BD-A VAN KAMPEN EMERG MARK INC-A
SEI INST INTL EMG MKT DEBT-F SUMMIT EMERGING MKTS BOND FD TROWE PRICE-EMKTS CORP B-A VANGUARD EM MKT GOV BND-ADM
SEI INST INV EMG MKT DEBT-A SUMMIT EMERGING MKTS BOND FD UBAM EMERG MKT CP BD USD-AC VANGUARD EMERG MKTS BND-INV
SEI MASTER-EM MK DBT-USDIS A SWISS LF LX-BD EMKTS CP-IC UBAM FCP-E INV G CRP B-ICUSD VIRTUS EMERGING MKTS DEBT-A
SGAM FUND-BONDS EMG COUN-A SWISSCANTO LU B EM A HUSD-AT UBAM-EM IG CRP BD-ASCAP VONTOBEL FD-EM MKT LC BD-B
SH-EM MKTS CORP DEBT-MUSDACC SYDINVEST ENGR EM MKT LO CU$ UBAM-EMERGING MK BD USD-AC VONTOBEL-EM MK BD-X
SH-EM MKTS DEBT BLD #2-IUSDA SYMBIOTICS EMER IMP BD-A/C UBAM-LOC CURR EMMKT BD-AC VONTOBEL-EM MKT DBT-B
SH-EMR MKTS DEBT BLEND-IUSDA T ROWE PR EMERG CORP BND-INV UBP OPP-EM HIGH YLD SD CB-AC VOYA DIV EMERG MKTS DEBT-A
SILK-AFRICAN BOND-R T ROWE PR EMERG MKTS BND UBS EMERGING MARKETS DEBT-A VOYA EM MRKT HRD CUR DBT-P
SINOPAC SHORT TERM USD FI FD T ROWE PR INST EM MRKT BND UBS EMKTS BDS 2018 USD-K1ACC VOYA EMER MKTS CORP DEBT-P
SISF-EM MKT BND-A1 USD ACC T ROWE PR-EMER MK BD-I UBS EMKTS CORP HI YLD USD-F WA EMERG MK BOND-$ ACC
SISF-EM MKT LCL CUR-A EUR AC T. ROWE PRICE-GL HI BD-A UBS EMKTS CORP INV GR USD-F WELL EMG MKTS DBT T USD AC
SOVEREIGN H/Y HARD CURR FD-A TCW EMERG MKTS INCOME-I UBS EMKTS SOV HI YLD USD-F WELL OP EM DBT-S USD AC
SOVEREIGN HIGH YIELD LOCAL-A TCW EMG MKTS FXD INC TOT RET UBS EMKTS SOV INV GR USD-F WESTERN ASSET EM MKT DEBT-A
SSGA-MUL-FAC PR EMK B-SUSD TCW FUNDS-EMER MKT INC-AU UBS EMR ECO-G BD USD-USDP AC WF GUOTAI JUNAN EM TR-B1 USD
STANDARD LIFE EMERG MK DT-AA TEMPLETON EMERG MKTS BND-A UBS GS-HIGH YLD EMMA BDS-FD WORLD EXPRESS II-GL E M-AU$
STANDARD MAST-EMMKT DEBT-A1$ TERREUS HIGH INCOME FUND-FAF UBS LUX EXPOS-EM MRK BND-GD WWIDE INV PORT-EMERG FIXED-A
STANDARD-EMR MKT ST BD-A THE ARAB INCOME FUND LTD UBS LX INST EM MKTS BD-BA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
STANDISH MELL EMG MKT DBT THE EMERGING MARKETS DEBT FD UBS-EM BD 2017 USD - P ACC AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
STNDRD LIFE-EMMK CRP BD-D THE STANDARD LATIN DAILY-A UBS-EMERG ECON CRP USD-UX-IX AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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3 The performance of market-timing strategies of Ital-

ian mutual fund investors34

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we show that simple buy-and-hold strategies beat the market-timing strate-

gies effectively used by Italian investors in equity mutual funds. Therefore, investors should

re-consider their investment behavior and choose cheaper, in terms of fees, and simpler, pas-

sive strategies. We estimate returns from market-timing strategies using aggregate data on a

large sample of equity mutual funds’ net flows and consider funds investing either in Europe

and the Euro Area, or the US, or Emerging Markets. In all cases, buy-and-hold wins with

extra returns that go from 0.24% per quarter (Europe and Euro Area) to 0.87% per quarter

(US market). We also show that the differences in returns, between the two strategies, are

not explained by differences in risk and risk exposure.

A large body of literature has analyzed the empirical finding that investors tend to chase

returns. For example, Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) argue that investors expectations of

future stock market returns in the period 1963-2011 are correlated with past stock returns

and with the level of the stock market and not with model-implied expectations. Remolona

et al. (1997) investigate the possible causation link that goes from unexpected (rather than

realized) recent past stock returns to mutual fund flows and did not find a strong relationship

in the short-run, but only in the longer run. Yagan (2014) looks at the possibility that

investors “ride the bubble”, buying in a boom and selling early in a bust. Chien (2014) looks

at the correlation of net current flows into US equity mutual funds with past stock market

performance and finds that they are all positive and approaching 0.4 with respect to returns

in the previous quarter. Interestingly, Chien (2014) also finds that the correlation of current

34This Chapter is co-authored with Nicola Borri, LUISS Guido Carli. It is a substantial revision of a
paper previously titled “Chasing Stock Market Returns”, LUISS CASMEF WP Series 2015 No. 3. A revised
version of this work is forthcoming on Economic Notes. We thank Federico Nucera for valuable suggestions
and seminar participants at the 7th annual meeting of the Academy of Behavioral Finance & Economics,
Drexel University, Philadelphia.
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net flows with respect to future equity returns are negative, even though small in magnitude:

on the basis of this evidence, Chien (2014) argues that a return-chasing investment strategy

that goes long (short) equity following good (poor) realized past stock returns might be

costly for the investor. Note that market-timing strategies are not necessarily doomed to

fail. In fact, according to the theory, if returns are somewhat predictable (Cochrane (2011)),

then investors may be able to achieve higher Sharpe ratios by timing the market (see, for

example, Gallant et al. (1990), Brandt (1999) and Campbell and Viceira (2002)). Therefore,

a priori, we cannot say if investors could do better than simply holding the market.

In this chapter, we provide more substantial evidence on the cost of market-timing strate-

gies using data covering a large number of funds available to Italian investors. Prior works

either considered the US experience, or small samples of funds from different countries. First,

relying on data on Italian investors is convenient as it is publicly available, of good quality,

and covering all funds available to the investors. Second, the Italian market is of particular

relevance given the large stock of wealth of Italian households that is approximately equal

to seven times the net national income (Banca d’Italia (2015)).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: in section 3.2, we present the data

on equity mutual fund flows; in section 3.3, we compare the performance of buy-and-hold and

market-timing investment strategies; in section 3.4, we present robustness results; finally, in

section 3.5, we conclude.

3.2 Data

We collect aggregate data on equity mutual funds’ net flows from Assogestioni Cubo Database.

Assogestioni is the Italian association of the investment management industry and it is a

member of European Fund and Asset Management Association (EFAMA). It represents the

vast majority of asset management companies operating in Italy, in addition to banks and

insurance companies managing both discretionary and mutual funds35. Therefore, our ini-

35At the end of 2015, the gross stock of assets under management in Italy, including all mutual funds, is
approximately 1000 billions Euros, and the total number of investors is approximately 8 millions.
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tial sample contains, roughly, most of the equity mutual funds available to Italian investors.

Although the dataset starts on 12/31/1984 with annual frequency data, we select a shorter

sample, at quarterly frequency, from 2003:Q3 to 2015:Q4. For this sample, we could retrieve

net flows, asset under management (AUM), and total number of funds, disaggregated ac-

cording to the “explicitly declared” market of investment. In particular, we select all equity

mutual funds with the following, mutually exclusive, markets of investment: Europe and

the Euro Area, the US market, and Emerging Markets. Our sub-sample of all the equity

mutual funds contains, at the end of 2015, about 700 funds, out of approximately 1600

equity mutual funds, and corresponds to AUM of about 88 billions Euro, out of a total of

190 billions Euro for all equity mutual funds. Figure 5 summarizes, at annual frequency,

our mutual fund data. The top panel reports annual net flows and shows, clearly, the large

outflow, from all funds, with the exception of funds investing in Emerging Markets, during

the Great Recession, and then the inflows into Euro Area fund starting in 2013 and the

continuing outflows from funds investing in the US and Emerging Markets up until the end

of the sample. Overall, the bar-plot shows the activism of Italian investors who entry and

exit mutual funds, and change their portfolio allocation within the market for equity mutual

funds36. The middle panel of the figure reports the end-of-year asset under management.

Not surprisingly, AUM declined significantly during the Great Recession both because of

the large outflows and the sharp drop in asset prices, and then recovered a bit starting in

2009. The bottom panel shows that the total number of funds has been roughly stable in our

sample period. The largest number of funds is for the category ”Europe and Euro Area”,

while a similar, smaller, number of funds declare to invest in the US and Emerging Markets.

We also collect, from Bloomberg, time series for the total return indices of three broad

markets corresponding to the areas of investment of the funds in our sample. In particular,

the MSCI Europe, the S&P 500 and the MSCI Emerging Markets indices. We start with

monthly frequency data, and build quarterly excess returns using the 1-month Euribor rate,

36In this chapter, we completely abstract from all the other assets that are part of the typical households’
wealth, like real estate, or, for example, fixed-income and money market mutual funds.
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Figure 5: Mutual funds net flows
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Notes: The top panel of this figure plots the net flows into equity mutual funds available to Italian investors (in billions of
Euros) for the three areas of investments: Europe and Euro Area, the US and Emerging Markets. The middle panel plots the
aggregate stock of assets under management (in billions of Euros). The bottom panel plots the total number of funds. Data
are annual from Assogestioni Cubo Database. The sample is 2003-2015.

also from Bloomberg, as the risk-free rate. Note that all return indices are total return, and

thus account for reinvestment of dividends.

3.3 Buy-and-hold and market timing strategies

In this section, we investigate whether market-timing strategies effectively used by Italian

investors, measured by the observed flows into and out of equity mutual funds, beat a simple

buy-and-hold strategy. We find that the performance gap, or the spread between returns

of a return-chasing and buy-and-hold investment strategies, goes from -0.87% per quarter,

for investment in mutual funds investing in the US equity market, to -0.24% per quarter,

for investments in funds with a focus on the Euro Area market. These results are robust to

changing the investment horizon, controlling for risk and different measures to compute the

returns from market timing strategies.

A large body of literature shows that agents time their investments into, and out of,
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equity mutual funds on the base of recent past returns37. In particular, investors tend to

invest more into equity funds after quarters of relatively high returns, and viceversa tend to

withdraw resources from equity mutual funds after quarters of low returns. In addition, if

returns are somewhat predictable, market timing strategies can lead to higher Sharpe ratios

(for example, Brandt (1999), Gallant et al. (1990) and Campbell and Viceira (2002)). We

use observed equity mutual funds’ net flows to measure the effective market-timing of Italian

investors.

Since our data on net flows are at the aggregate, rather than fund level, we need to make

some working assumptions. In particular, we assume that funds’ returns track broad market

indices corresponding to their geographical markets of investment (i.e., Europe and Euro

Area, the US, and Emerging Markets). Therefore, we assume away any heterogeneity in

performance, at the fund level, and, thus, the possibility that some funds are, for example,

better than others at stock picking, or time the market. While this assumption might

sound heroic, we find that in fact it is quite reasonable in our sample of funds available to

Italian investors. In particular, we collect, from Bloomberg, a large data set of individual

mutual funds available to the Italian investors, and retrieve their net-asset values (NAVs).

We were able to collect data on 101 funds investing in the Euro Area market, 169 funds

investing in the US market, and 201 funds investing in Emerging Markets38. The sample

is at monthly frequency, from 12/1999 to 12/2015. We then estimate the equally weighted

mean NAV returns and compared it to the mean returns from large equity indices. Maybe

a bit surprisingly, we found that mutual funds track the returns from broad equity indices

very closely: the mean sample correlation between funds and market indices’ returns is

0.97 for funds investing in Europe and the Euro Area, 0.96 in the US market, and 0.98 in

37For example: Warther (1995), Edelen (1999), Fant (1999), Edelen and Warner (2001), Friesen and Sapp
(2007), Frazzini and Lamont (2008), Lou (2012), Ben-Rephael et al. (2012) and Ferreira et al. (2012).

38We exclude from the sample closed-end funds and exchange traded products. Note that our sample,
even though is not necessarily the same as the one covered by the Cubo Database, covers a very similar
number of funds. For example, according to Cubo Database, the number of funds who explicitly declare to
invest in the Euro Area are 217; in the US market 163; and in Emerging Markets 217. All NAV returns are
in Euros.
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Emerging Markets. Therefore, even though the funds in our sample are not officially following

passive strategies, they, de facto, track their benchmarks very closely. Note that previous

literature (for example, Chevalier and Ellison (1997), Sirri and Tufano (1998), Friesen and

Sapp (2007)) exploited the difference between funds’ NAV prices and dividend payments to

their shareholders to estimate the net flows at the fund level. However, in Bloomberg we

could find this information for just a small subset of funds so that we could not follow the

same empirical strategy.

A buy-and-hold investment strategy invests AC1 at the beginning of period t in the market

portfolio and holds the investment for h quarters reinvesting any accrued dividends. In the

baseline simulations we fix the investment horizon to h = 12, so that the holding period

corresponds to 12 quarters and in section 3.4 we show that results are robust to different

values for h. We denote with r̄BH,mt,t+h the time-weighted net geometric excess return of an

investment started in quarter t with an horizon of h quarters in market m:

r̄BH,mt,t+h = [
h∏
i=1

Rm
t+i]

1/h − 1, (9)

where m stands for Europe and the Euro Area, the US, and Emerging Markets, and Rm
t is

the quarterly gross excess return on market m between period t− 1 to t. Excess returns are

constructed by subtracting the quarterly 1-month Euribor rate to Rm
t .

If buy-and-hold is a simple passive investment strategy, return-chasing is instead an active

market-timing strategy that invests every quarter, and with a holding period of 12 quarters,

an amount of resources equal to the net flows into mutual funds. Outflows from mutual

funds are considered as dividend distributions, and inflows as additional investment. Note

that since return-chasing requires buying and selling stocks (or, similarly, buying into a fund

and/or redeeming the fund shares), investors will typically have to pay transaction costs

(i.e., bid/ask spreads and mutual fund entry/exit fees if the investment is channeled through

an intermediary). For simplicity, we abstract from these transaction costs that are likely
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to reduce the profitability of a return-chasing strategy. Therefore, we estimate an upper

boundary for the returns of return-chasing strategies. Following the existing literature, we

estimate the performance of the return-chasing strategy using the concept of internal rate of

return (IRR). In particular, we compute the net rate of return, for each area of investment,

(r̄m), that solves the following equation:

AUMt = −
h∑
i=1

Flowst+i
(1 + r̄mt )i

+
AUMt+h

(1 + r̄mt )i
, (10)

where AUMt , i.e., the value for the asset under management at time t, is the initial size of

the investment, FLOWSt+i, with i = 1, . . . , h, are the net flows in and out equity mutual

funds39, and AUMt+h is the final value of the investment. The net excess return on the

return-chasing strategy, r̄RC,mt,t+h , is obtained by subtracting from r̄m the mean quarterly 1-

month Euribor rate over the investing period. Note that, since flows take both positive

and negative values, the IRR is not necessarily unique, or real valued. Therefore, we follow

standard assumptions and, when more than one strictly positive internal rate of return is

found, we select the minimum; when no strictly positive internal rate of return is found, but

one or multiple negative rates are found, we select the maximum.

Figure 6 reports the quarterly returns for buy-and-hold (black solid line) and return-

chasing (dashed red line) strategies with a holding period of 12 quarters. Note that, as we

need to compute returns with a holding period of 12 quarters and our sample ends 2015:Q4,

the figure reports returns up to 2012:Q4. The top panel corresponds to investment in the

Euro Area; the middle panel in the US market; and the bottom panel in Emerging Markets.

The returns from the two strategies are clearly highly correlated. However, casual inspection

of figure 6 reveals that return-chasing underperforms buy-and-hold in most quarters, and

especially in bad times, which in the figure are denoted by the colored bands corresponding

to official US and Euro Area recessions. This is even more clear by inspection of figure 7 that

39Note that inflows into mutual funds have a positive sign. Therefore, in the formula (10) for the IRR we
need to multiply flows by −1.
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plots the performance gap, or the difference between the returns from return-chasing and

buy-and-hold, for investments in the three different markets. For funds investing in the US

and in Emerging Markets, the performance gap is almost always negative, while for funds

investing in Europe and the Euro Area is mostly negative, with the exception of the period

that proceeded the Great Recession (i.e., 2006-07) and the end part of the sample.

Figure 6: Buy-and-hold vs. Return-chasing
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Notes: This figure plots returns from buy-and-hold (black solid line) and return-chasing (red dotted line) strategies with a
holding period of 12 quarters. The top panel consider funds investing in the Euro Area; the middle panel in the US market;
the bottom panel in Emerging Markets. Shaded areas represent US and Euro Area official recessions. Returns are at quarterly
frequency. Data are from Bloomberg and Assogestioni for the period 2003:Q3-2015:Q4.

In table 17 we report summary statistics for the returns of the two strategies for the

different areas of investment. On average, returns from return-chasing are always below buy-

and-hold so that the average performance gap is always negative. The standard deviations

of quarterly returns are quite large and not very informative as the returns series are very

persistent. Therefore, we also report standard errors estimated by bootstrap that show

that the negative performance gap of funds investing in the US and emerging market is

statistically significant. Sharpe-ratios of buy-and-hold are always larger than for return-

chasing. Therefore, buy-and-hold strategies are superior even after controlling for risk. In

the last column, we report the fraction of quarters in which the performance gap is strictly
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Figure 7: Performance gap
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Notes: This figure plots the performance gap between return-chasing and buy-and-hold strategies. Shaded areas represent US
and Euro Area official recessions. Returns are at quarterly frequency. Data are from Bloomberg and Assogestioni for the period
2003:Q3-2015:Q4.

negative. For funds investing in the US market, the performance gap is always negative,

while for funds investing in the Euro Area and Emerging Markets the performance gap is

negative in about 70 percent of the quarters.

We have so far showed that a simply buy-and-hold investment over-performs return-

chasing in terms of average returns and Sharpe ratios. However, returns from the two

strategies might represent compensations for exposure to different risk-factors. Therefore,

we further compare the two strategies looking at risk-adjusted performance using a 3-factor

model as in Fama and French (1993). In particular, we run the following regression:

r̄s,mt,t+hh = αs,m + βs,m1 RMRFt,h + βs,m2 SMBt,h + βs,m3 HMLt,h + εs,mt , (11)

where s = BH,RC. The three factors correspond to the geometric average, over the same

holding period equal to 12 quarters, of the excess returns on the value-weighted market

portfolio (RMRF ); the returns on zero-investment factor-mimicking portfolios for size and

book-to-market (SMB,HML). All the factors are from Kenneth French’s data library, for
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Table 17: Buy-and-hold vs. Return-chasing

Mean St. dev. SE Sharpe ratio Skewness Kurtosis % quarters

Euro Area

Buy-and-hold 0.87 2.96 0.48 0.30 -0.65 2.10 –

Return-chasing 0.62 2.76 0.45 0.23 -0.42 1.92 –

Performance gap -0.24 0.71 0.11 -0.35 1.30 3.70 71.05

US

Buy-and-hold 1.22 3.31 0.52 0.37 -0.39 1.91 –

Return-chasing 0.34 3.10 0.50 0.11 -0.32 1.93 –

Performance gap -0.87 0.44 0.07 -2.02 -0.17 1.89 100.00

Emerging Markets

Buy-and-hold 1.57 2.74 0.44 0.58 0.28 2.53 –

Return-chasing 1.16 2.41 0.40 0.49 0.49 2.84 –

Performance gap -0.41 0.65 0.10 -0.64 -0.94 4.22 71.05

Notes: This table reports mean, standard deviation, standard error estimated by bootstrap, sharpe ratio, skewness, kurtosis
of quarterly returns of buy-and-hold and return-chasing strategies with a holding period of 12 quarters. In addition, we
report the same statistics for the performance gap, defined as the spread between the returns on the two strategies. For the
performance gap we additionally report the fraction of quarters in which buy-and-hold outperforms return-chasing (i.e., in
which the performance gap is strictly negative). Returns are at quarterly frequency. Data are from Bloomberg and Assogestioni
for the period 2003:Q3-2015:Q4.

the European market and converted in Euro. While we do not report all the results from

the estimation of the 3-factor model, table 18 reports the estimates for the alphas for both

strategies, and the three areas of investment. For buy-and-hold, alphas are always zero or

not statistically significant from zero. On the contrary, the alphas for the market-timing

strategy are negative and significant for investments in the Europe and the Euro Area and

the US market. The point estimates are also economically large and equal to -1% per quarter,

approximately 4% per year. As for buy-and-hold, the alphas for the return-chasing strategy

investing in Emerging Markets is not significantly different from zero. Note that the 3-factor

model explains a smaller fraction of the total variance when applied to strategies investing

in Emerging Markets (the R2 is approximately 55%), while explain most of the variation in

returns for investments in Europe and the euro are and the US market (the R2s are above

90%).
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Table 18: 3-factor alphas

Europe and Euro Area US Emerging Markets

αBH 0.00 0.00 0.01

(0.00) (0.35) (0.10)

αRC -0.01 -0.01 0.00

(0.04) (0.00) (0.20)

Notes: This table reports alphas from regressions of quarterly returns from buy-and-hold and return-chasing, with horizon 12
quarters, on a 3-factor model. P-values computed using HAC standard errors in parentheses. Data are from Kenneth French’s
website, Bloomberg and Assogestioni for the period 2003:Q3-2015:Q4.

In this section we showed that returns from market-timing strategies are lower than

those obtained by simple buy-and-hold strategies, even after accounting for differences in

risk. Returns from market-timing strategies are estimated assuming no transaction costs,

which would further increase the gap. At the same time, by assuming that all funds, de

facto, track broad market indices we neglect the possibility that some funds outperform

the others, for example because of better management. Therefore, if investors were able

to effectively separate good from bad funds, and put their money mostly in the former, we

would underestimate the returns from market-timing strategies. Unfortunately, we cannot

resolve this problem given our data on aggregate equity mutual fund net flows.

3.4 Robustness

In this section, we show that our results are robust to different investment horizons, and

alternative measures of returns from return-chasing strategies. First, since the computation

of the IRR, when net flows change sign multiple times, can be problematic, Dietz (1966)

suggests the use of the following approximation:

r̄mt =

[
AUMt+h − AUMt −

∑h
i=1 Flowst+i

AUMt + 1
2

∑h
i=1 Flowst+i

+ 1

]1/h

− 1, (12)
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where AUM are the asset under management and Flows mutual funds’ net flows. This

approximation has been, for example, recently used by Venanzi (2016) to estimate the per-

formances of Italian mutual funds. We computed again returns from return-chasing, using

Dietz (1966)’s approximation, and the new values for the performance gap, and found that

results are not affected. For example, the performance gap, using Dietz (1966)’s approxima-

tion to estimate the performance of market-timing strategies, become -0.22% per quarter for

investments in Europe and the euro are; -0.82% per quarter in the US market; and -0.35%

per quarter in Emerging Markets.

Second, table 19 shows that our results are robust to changing the investment horizon.

In fact, the quarterly spread in returns between the two strategies is approximately invariant

to a shortening, or a lengthening, of the holding period (i.e, for h = 4, 8, 12, 16).

Table 19: Performance gap for different investment horizons h

N. quarters 4 8 12 16

Euro Area -0.22 -0.27 -0.24 -0.22

(0.15) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11)

US -0.86 -0.86 -0.87 -0.90

(0.11) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08)

Emerging Markets -0.43 -0.48 -0.41 -0.41

(0.19) (0.13) (0.10) (0.07)

Notes: This table reports the performance gap, i.e., the mean spread between a return-chasing and a buy-and-hold investment
strategy, as a function of the investment horizon (in quarters). Standard errors are in parentheses. Returns are quarterly. The
sample is 2003:Q3-2015:Q4. Data are from Bloomberg and Assogestioni.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we compare the returns from buy-and-hold and market-timing strategies

effectively used by Italian equity mutual fund investors. We use data on aggregate net flows

into equity mutual funds to estimate the returns from market-timing strategies. We show

that returns from market-timing are smaller than those obtained by simple, passive, buy-and-

hold strategies. These results are robust to differences in risk exposure and holding periods.
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The estimation of a 3-factor model on the returns from the two strategies confirms our results:

the alphas from market-timing strategies tend to be negative, and statistically significant,

indicating that investors would be better off following passive strategies corresponding to

different weights on the 3 mimicking portfolios of the 3-factor model, and thereby paying less

in fees. Note that the Italian financial market has been recently hit by the alleged scandal of

very complicated and not appropriate financial products being sold to financially uneducated

investors. Similar events have been uncovered in the US during the Great Recession. Our

results, on one hand suggest that investors should follow simple and passive strategies, on

the other might convince financial regulators to force intermediaries to offer more simple

products, and to introduce tax benefits for investors who ”buy-and-hold”.
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4 Future research. Insights from a discrete asset pric-

ing model with extrapolation40

Future research on extrapolation in the mutual fund market seems to be a very promising

area of research. In order to address the issue, this chapter presents a modified version of

the model in Barberis et al. (2015). It uses elements of bounded rationality from Barberis

et al. (2016) and Adam et al. (2016) and it aims to determine the price of a risky asset

endogenously. This framework allows to easily explicitate both the demand and the dividend

price ratio, moreover it is linear and it can be thought as a CAPM.

I consider an economy set in discrete time with T + 1 dates, t = 0, 1, 2, ..., T with two

assets: a risk-free asset and a risky asset. The risk-free asset has a fixed gross return and

is perfectly elastically supplied, while the risky asset is a claim to a liquidating cash flow

(i.e. dividend) at a fixed time in the future T and it has a fixed supply of Q shares. At

each period, news about the value of final cash flow is publicly released. There are two

types of traders: fundamentalists with bounded rationality and chasers, henceforth I refer

to each agent using superscripts F and C. Both types maximize expected utility defined

over next period’s wealth, while they differ only in their expectations about the future stock

market price. In the model there are no transaction costs or entry/exit fees. The value of

the dividend at time T , D̃T , is given by:

D̃T = D0 + ε̃1 + ...+ ε̃T , (13)

where ε̃t ∼ N(0, σ2
ε ) is i.i.d. over time. The value of D0 is public information at time 0,

while the realized value of εt becomes public at t. I assume the variance of the price changes

equal to the variance of the dividend (i.e. σ2
ε ) and equal among agents. The assumption

of homogeneous and constant beliefs on variance, primarily made for analytic tractability,

40I thank participants at 2016 international meeting of the Academy of Behavioral Finance & Economics,
Ca Foscari University and seminar participants at LUISS University.
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makes sense in reality. In fact, since volatility can be easily estimated from past data, I

assume that chasers know the true value of σ2
ε

41. The generic budget constraint for agent i,

with i ∈[F,C] is:

Wt+1 = R(Wt − Ct − PtN i
t ) + (P̃t+1 + D̃t+1)N i

t , (14)

where W is the per-capita exogenous wealth of the agent, C is the per-capita consumption,

R is the gross return of the risk-free asset, P denotes the price of the risky asset, D is the

dividend and N i is the demand of each agent i. Since in this case D is paid only at date T ,

the constraint reduces to:

Wt+1 = (RWt −RCt +N i
t (P̃t+1 −RPt)). (15)

I assume a CARA utility function, therefore each type i, with i = [F,C], maximizes:

max
N i
t

Eit
[
−e−γ(Wt+1)

]
, (16)

where γ is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion equal across agents42. Substituting the

constraint in the objective, 16 becomes:

max
N i
t

Eit
[
−e−γ(RWt−RCt+N i

t (P̃t+1−RPt))
]
. (17)

With normally distributed returns to holding a unit of the risky asset, maximizing the

expected value of 16 is equivalent (see Appendix 1) to maximizing :

max
N i
t

Eit(Wt+1)− γ

2
V arit(Wt+1). (18)

41Nelson (1992) provides empirical justification for homogeneity of beliefs on variance in a diffusion context,
arguing that the variance can be estimated with high precision by repeated sampling within a fixed period
of time, whereas this is not the case for the mean. Poon and Granger (2003), after a comparison of over 90
papers that forecast volatility from past data, show that financial market volatility has a clear component
of forecastability.

42The model remains analytically tractable even if the two traders have different values for γ.
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The generic demand for agent i at time T − 1, with i ∈ [F,C] is:

N i
T−1 =

EiT−1(P̃T )−RPT−1

γV ariT−1(P̃T −RPT−1)
. (19)

Therefore the demand for the fundamentalist at time T − 1 is:

NF
T−1 =

EFT−1(P̃T )−RPT−1

γV arFT−1(P̃T −RPT−1)
=
DT−1 −RPT−1

γσ2
ε

. (20)

In fact, in order to determine his time t demand for the risky asset, the fundamentalist

considers that at time T , PT = DT , while at time T − 1, EFT−1(P̃T ) = DT−1. Each type i,

with i ∈ [F,C] respectively make up a fraction µF and µC = (1 − µF ) of the population;

each fraction does not depend on time and both values are public information. Therefore,

the market clearing (MCC) condition at period T − 1 implies:

µF
(
DT−1 −RPT−1

γσε2

)
+ µCNC

T−1 = Q, (21)

which implies:

PT−1 =
DT−1

R
− γσ2

ε

RµF
(Q− µCNC

T−1). (22)

At time T − 2, the fundamentalist demand is:

NF
T−2 =

EFT−2(P̃T−1)−RPT−2

γσ2
ε

. (23)

Here the bounded rationality of the fundamental trader comes into play. Computing EFT−2(P̃T−1)

(i.e. the expectation price in 22), the fundamentalist has to come up with an estimate of

EFT−2(NC
T−1). If the agent was fully rational he should solve a dynamic system with both his

demand and the demand of the other agent as unknowns. In order to simplify the mechanism,

without loosing much of the economic intuition of the result, I assume that EFT−2(NC
T−1) = Q.

From the fundamentalist viewpoint, the chaser holds period-by-period his per-capita
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share of the risky asset supply; this can also be read as a lack of information of the fun-

damentalist that does not have a detailed understanding of how the chaser form his share

demand. Under this assumption I can easily solve for the demand of fundamentalist at time

T − 2:

NF
T−2 =

DT−2 − γσ2
εQ−RPT−2

γσ2
ε

, (24)

and iterating I get the demand of fundamantalist at generic time t:

NF
t =

Dt − γσ2
ε (T − t− 1)Q−RPt

γσ2
ε

. (25)

If in the economy there were only fundamentalists the MCC would be NF
t = Q, getting:

P F
t =

Dt

R
− γσ2

ε (T − t)Q
R

. (26)

Let P F
t be the fundamental value of the price of the risky asset at time t. Substituting the fun-

damental value in the demand of the rational agent is easy to show that this trader strongly

counteracts period-by-period any mispricing. The main economic difference with a model

with fully rational traders, is that in this case fundamentalists cannot bear any mispricing

and they lean against the wind at each time. This is due to the fact that fundamentalists

assume that chasers demand period-by-period their share of the total supply. Barberis et al.

(2015) find that in a model with fully rational traders, in case of overvaluation of the risky

asset (due to the demand of chasers), rational traders do not aggressively counteract the

overvaluation. It happens mainly because rational traders have a multi-period perspective,

therefore, since in the near future chasers continue to have bullish expectations for the stock

market they continue to exhibit a strong demand. In their scenario rational traders only

partially counteract the overpricing, seeing profit opportunities due to the predictability of

future returns. While in this model fundamentalists expect the price of the risky asset to

revert to fundamental value within one period, they trade against any mispricing (i.e against
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chasers). From 19, the optimal demand for chasers at time t is:

NC
t =

ECt (P̃t+1)− Pt
γV art(P̃t+1 − Pt)

. (27)

Now I include the main feature for chasers assuming that chasers form their expectation

learning from past prices, similar to Adam et al. (2016)43:

ECt (P̃t+1 −RPt) = (Pt −RPt−1) + α[(Pt−1 −RPt−2)− (Pt −RPt−1)] ≡ Xt. (28)

Define βt = (Pt+1 −RPt), I can equivalently write:

Xt = βt−1 + α(βt−2 − βt−1), (29)

It means that if past prices growth has been high, each chaser expects the risky asset will

continue to perform well and he will have bullish expectation on price growth. The second

part of the 29 include the main learning feature. In fact, chasers learn from past prices

until 2 periods before and the second term counterbalance the first. This dynamic is linearly

reflected into chaser demand:

NC
t =

Xt

γσ2
ε

. (30)

In order to have a more reasonable expectation function for the chasers I allow for them to

be concerned about the price of the risky asset compared to its fundamental value. Therefore

the chaser demand becomes:

NC
t = w

(
Dt − γσ2

ε (T − t− 1)Q−RPt
γσ2

ε

)
+ (1 + w)

(
Xt

γσ2
ε

)
, (31)

with w ∈ (0, 1). It is possible to split the demand of the chasers in 31 in two parts. Each

part can be seen as a signal for the chaser: the first one is a value signal, while the second

43Other works do not explicitly assume a learning feature since in their model agents are not aware about
their own beliefs.
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one is a growth signal 44. Note the two signals point in opposite directions. Through the

MCC at time t (i.e. µFNF
t + µCNC

t = Q) I get the aggregate demand N at time t:

N t = (µF + µCw)

(
Dt − γσ2

ε (T − t− 1)Q−RPt
γσ2

ε

)
+ µC(1 + w)

(
Xt

γσ2
ε

)
, (32)

Equation 32 reflects one of the predictions of this model: the aggregate demand depends

negatively from contemporaneous price and positively from past prices. Solving the MCC

for Pt, I get:

Pt =
Dt

R
+

µC(1− w)

R(µF + µCw)
Xt − γσ2

εQ
(µF + µCw)(T − t− 1) + 1

R(µF + µCw)
. (33)

The RHS of 33 has three terms. The first term links the equilibrium price to the expected

value of the final dividend, the second term refers to the impact of past prices on actual

price (through chaser demand). The third term is a price reduction that compensates agents

for bearing the risk. Future work could be focused on the estimation of the model, verifying

whether the extrapolation feature with learning, matches empirical regularities in the mutual

fund market both on prices and flows.

The framework presented in this chapter provides a basic structure that incorporates

empirical findings and at the same time remains simple and easily tractable. However it

presents some limitations that have to be addressed in the future formulations of the model

and few of them deserve to be briefly discussed hereafter. A first point regards the estimation

of equation 32. A tempting solution would be that of using aggregate net flow as a proxy

for aggregate demand. However there are key differences between the two, since the first is

expected to be downward sloped with respect to price, while flow time-series float around

zero. Any empirical estimation of the aggregate demand should overcome the issue.

A second point refers to the fact that the model includes an extrapolative mechanism in 28

44Interestingly Barberis et al. (2016) in their model end up with similar terms that they interpret as greed
and fear that give the trader conflicting signals.
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and 29 without motivating that in terms of consumption stream. This point is linked to

a general critique by Cochrane (2011, 2016) to behavioral models. Cochrane (2011) points

out that: “[...] behavioral theories are also discount-rate theories. A distorted probability

with risk-free discounting is mathematically equivalent to a different discount rate [...]”. In

fact, in a consumption-based model risk-neutral probability is the actual probability times

marginal utility:

π∗s = πsβ
u′(Cs)

u′(C0)
Rf , (34)

where s denote states of nature, π∗s are true probabilities and πs are distorted probabilities.

Under risk-neutral probabilities, price is the expected payoff, discounted at the risk free rate:

P0 =
1

Rf

∑
s

π∗sXs =
1

Rf
E∗(X), (35)

where Xs is the asset payoff in state s. Cochrane (2011) points out that: “[...] It is therefore

pointless to argue rational versus behavioral in the abstract. There is a discount rate and

equivalent distorted probability that can rationalize any (arbitrage-free) data”45. Properly

address the last point is worth of great interest due to the fact that there are still open ques-

tions and key issues left unsolved, concerning the reconciliation of behavioral biases with

consumption-based asset pricing models46.

45Following this approach, any behavioral theory could be linked to other macro-finance frameworks, as
habits or long run risk models.

46See for example Cochrane (2016).
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Appendix 1

This appendix reports the demonstration of 18. The negative exponential utility function,

coupled with normally distributed wealth, yields an elegant representation of expected utility.

In particular, I assume a negative exponential utility function of the form U = −e−γW and

that agent’s wealth is normally distributed with mean µ and variance σ2. The agent’s

expected utility can be simplified as follows:

∫
−e−γWf(W )dW,

∫
−e−γW 1√

2πσ2
e

[
− (W−µ)2

2σ2

]
dW,

−
∫

1√
2πσ2

e

[
−W

2−2µW+2γWσ2+µ2

2σ2

]
dW,

−
∫

1√
2πσ2

e

[
−W

2−2(µ−γσ2)W+µ2

2σ2

]
dW,

−
∫

1√
2πσ2

e

[
−W

2−2(µ−γσ2)W+(µ−γσ2)2−(µ−γσ2)2+µ2

2σ2

]
dW,

−
∫

1√
2πσ2

e

[
− (W−(µ−γσ2))2+γσ2(2µ−γσ2)

2σ2

]
dW,

−e
[
− γσ

2(2µ−γσ2)
2σ2

] ∫
1√

2πσ2
e

[
− (W−(µ−γσ2)2

2σ2

]
dW,

−e
[
− γ(2µ−γσ

2)
2

]
,

−e[−γ(µ−
γ
2
σ2)].

The utility function is monotone increasing in µ − (γ
2
)σ2, which is convenient because the

choice variable of interest for the agent only affects the mean and the variance of the agent’s

wealth. Maximizing the expected utility is equivalent to maximizing µ− (γ
2
)σ2, as in 18.
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